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I. Q l , u u I X w  

PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS. 

My name is David L. Kaserman. My business address is the Department 

of Economics, College of Business, 41 5 West Magnolia -- Room 203. 

Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama, 36849-5242. 

WHAT IS YOUR OCCUPATION? 

I am an economist. My current position is Torchmark Professor of 

Economics at Auburn University. 

WOULD YOU PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR QUALIFICATIONS? 

Yes. I hold a Ph.D. degree in Economics from the University of Florida. 

My principal field of interest is industrial organization, which 

encompasses the areas of antitrust economics and the economics of 

regulation. I have over twenty years of experience as a professional 

economist and have held positions both in government agencies (e.g., the 

US.  Federal Trade Commission) and in academic institutions. In 

addition, I have consulted on and testified in numerous antitrust cases and 

regulatory hearings. My primary research interest is in the application of 

microeconomic analysis to public policy issues, and that interest is 

reflected in my publications. 



1 Over the past twelve years, I have focused much of my research on public 

policy issues surrounding the telecommunications industry, particularly 

those issues created by the emergence of competition in the various 

markets that comprise that industry. That research has resulted in the 

publication of more than a dozen papers on this subject, with several more 

papers currently in progress. I have also published a textbook, co- 

authored with Professor John w. Mayo at Georgetown University, dealing 

with the economics of antitrust and regulation. In addition, over this same 

period, I have testified on telecommunications policy issues in more than 

fifteen states and before the Federal Communications Commission. 
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A. Yes. A copy of my most recent vita is attached as Exhibit 1. 

A. I have been asked by MCI Telecommunications Corporation (“MCI”) and 

AT&T Communications of the Southern States. Inc. (“AT&T”) to respond 

to several of the economic arguments presented by Mr. Alphonse Varner, 

of BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc., in his direct testimony in this 

proceeding. In that testimony, Mr. Varner attempts to support BellSouth‘s 
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application to enter the interLATA long-distance market within Florida 

under the provisions of Section 271 of the Telecommunications Act of 

1996. This Section of the Act establishes the criteria under which the 

Regional Bell Operating Companies (RBOCs) will be allowed to enter (or, 

more accurately, reenter) the in-region interLATA market.' Specifically, 

under the 271 provisions, an RBOC's reintegration within its certificated 

geographic territory is made contingent upon the satisfaction of four 

necessary preconditions.2 

First, the RBOC must be able to demonstrate that it is providing 

interconnection to competitive local exchange providers (at least one of 

w-hich is predominantly a facilities-based carrier). Moreover, the terms 

and conditions under which the RBOC offers interconnection must 

conform to the standards established by a "competitive checklist" 

contained in the Act. 

Second, the RBOC seeking approval to reintegrate must comply with the 

Act's nondiscrimination and structural separation requirements. 

Importantly, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has 

interpreted these provisions to mean that not only must the RBOC refrain 

from discriminating among third parties, but regulators must also be able 
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to establish that the RBOC does not discriminate between itself (or its 

subsidiaries) and third party providers3 

Third, the Act requires the FCC to seek advice from the U S .  Department 

of Justice (DOJ) concerning each RBOC application. In conducting its 

evaluation of a 271 application, the latter agency may apply any standard 

that it deems appropriate. Although the resulting DOJ recommendation is 

not binding on the FCC's decision, the Act requires that "substantial 

weight" be given to it. 

Finally and importantly, the Act explicitly instructs the FCC to deny the 

application unless it finds that the requested reentry is consistent with the 

"public interest." From an economic standpoint, such a determination 

would appear to require that the benefits accruing to telecommunications 

consumers exceed any potential harm to those consumers as a result of the 

reintegration. 

The above criteria are clearly intended to establish some threshold level of 

competition in local exchange markets as a prerequisite to RBOC reentry 

into long distance. The crucial question, then, is what that level of 

competition will be. The action taken by this 
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Commission on BellSouth's application, along with the actions of the other 

regulatory and antitrust agencies involved in the 271 process, will 

determine the answer to that question. 

HOW IS YOUR REBUTTAL TESTIMONY ORGANIZED? 

My testimony is organized in four substantive sections. The first two 

sections deal with the current intensity of competition in the interLATA 

and local exchange markets, respectively. The question of whether and to 

what extent competitive market forces are present in these two markets 

largely determines the merits of allowing BellSouth to reintegrate at this 

time. In my opinion, Mr. Vamer has seriously misstated the status of 

competition in Florida's interLATA market, resulting in an erroneous 

conclusion concerning the likely effects of reintegration on the welfare of 

the consumers of this state. 

The third substantive section then reevaluates Mr. Vamer's 

conclusions regarding the likely economic effects of allowing 

BellSouth to reintegrate into the interLATA market at this time. 

Due to Mr. Vamer's erroneous conclusions regarding the intensity 

of competition in the interLATA market and his failure to address 

the state of competition in local exchange markets in Florida, his 

conclusions concerning the probable consequences of BellSouth 

reintegration are also mistaken. 
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The fourth substantive section then responds to three additional 

economic issues raised in Mr. Vamer’s testimony. These issues 

are: (1) the alleged benefits of allowing BellSouth to reenter the 

interLATA market to provide consumers bundled service offerings 

(the one-stop-shopping argument); (2) the claimed ability of 

regulation to successfully safeguard the public (both consumers 

and competitors) from any anticompetitive behavior that might be 

exhibited by a reintegrated BellSouth; and (3) the allegation that 

price cap regulation eliminates incentives for BellSouth to 

misallocate its costs in order to cross-subsidize competitive 

services in a reintegrated environment. A final section then 

summarizes the testimony. 

11. COMPETI TIVENESS OF THE LONG-DISTANC E MARKET 

AT SEVERAL POINTS IN HIS TESTIMONY, MR. VARNER ARGUES 

THAT THE LONG-DISTANCE INTERLATA MARKET IS NOT 

SUBJECT TO EFFECTIVE COMPETITION (E.G., PP. 6 AND 60-61). 

HOW IS THIS ISSUE RELEVANT TO THE SECTION 271 

DELIBERATIONS? 

The intensity of competition in the interLATA market is relevant to the 

decision of whether to approve BellSouth’s 271 application in at least two 

 respect^.^ First, BellSouth argues that the interexchange industry currently 
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is characterized by monopoly (or, at least, by the absence of effective 

competition) and, therefore, that reintegration by BellSouth will increase 

competition and, thereby, enhance consumer welfare. If, alternatively, the 

interexchange industry is subject to effective competition, then the market 

is already providing virtually all of the consumer benefits possible. In that 

event, reintegration will not yield the benefits claimed by Mr. Varner. 

Second, if the interLATA market is competitive and local 

exchange markets are not, then the very real potential for 

monopoly leveraging behavior arises with reintegration. In that 

event, it is likely that BellSouth’s reentry into the interLATA 

market will actually cause a reduction in the intensity of 

competition in this market. As a result, an affirmative case for 

RBOC reintegration hinges largely upon the argument that the 

interLATA market is not yet subject to effective competition. 

Consequently, that argument provides an important cornerstone to 

BellSouth’s application in this proceeding. 

Q. IS THE INTENSITY OF COMPETITION IN BELLSOUTH’S LOCAL 

EXCHANGE MARKETS ALSO RELEVANT TO THIS PROCEEDING? 

Yes. If consumers are to benefit from BellSouth’s reintegration into the 

in-region interLATA market, effective competition must first prevail in its 

local exchange markets. The competitive checklist provided by Section 

A. 
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271 (c)(2)(B) represents a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for such 

competition to arise. As a result, it is imperative that the checklist items 

be f U y  implemented, tested, and proven capable of supporting the level of 

competition on which these consumer benefits depend. Pro forma 

satisfaction of checklist items without actual market experience by 

competitors may create the illusion of a market that is ”open to 

competition” but closed to competitors. Such a level of checklist 

enforcement will ultimately harm consumers by forestalling the 

development of any real competition. 

PLEASE DESCRIBE THE TERM “EFFECTIVE COMPETITION.” 

Effective competition connotes an absence of significant monopoly power. 

Specifically, when effective competition is present, the economic benefits 

from public policy intervention in a market are more than offset by the 

economic costs of any regulatory efforts designed to mitigate the relatively 

small amounts of market imperfections that may exist. While economists 

envision a theoretical range of competition, spanning from perfect 

competition to pure monopoly, a benchmark for the determination of 

public policy attention is the presence or absence of effective competition. 

If effective competition is present, consumers are best served by the 

unimpeded operation of market forces. 
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COMPETITION IN THE INTERLATA MARKET 

A. No. Rather than applying the standard, widely-accepted economic criteria 

identified above, Mr. Vamer simply makes unsupported assertions that 

this market is not performing competitively (see, for example, pages 60-61 

IS THERE A GENERALLY ACCEPTED METHODOLOGY IN 

ECONOMICS FOR EVALUATING THE INTENSITY OF 

COMPETITION IN A MARKET? 

Yes. The intensity of competition can be gauged by the degree of 

monopoly (or market) power present. Where monopoly power is absent or 

- de minimus, effective competition exists. Monopoly power, in turn, is the 

ability to control price and exclude competition. Fortunately, industrial 

organization economics provides a framework for determining whether a 

firm provides its services under conditions of significant monopoly power 

or, alternatively, faces effective competition. In particular, in most 

circumstances, one can asess  whether a firm possesses significant 

monopoly power by examining three underlying structural determinants: 

(1) the elasticity (or responsiveness) of the supply of other firms, (2) 

market share, and (3) market demand  characteristic^.^ 
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analytical. It is a personal opinion, not economic analysis. 
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ASSESSING THE INTENSITY OF COMPETITION TO THE 

INTERLATA MARKET, WHAT DOES THE EVIDENCE SHOW? 

7 A. It shows unambiguously that this market is subject to fully effective 
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competition. Consider each of the three criteria described above! 

First, with regard to the elasticity of competing firms’ supply, the data 

reveal that the relative ease of entry into and expansion within the 

interLATA market result in a high supply elasticity. Exhibit DLK-3 

depicts the number of long-distance firms competing in the interexchange 

market. As can be seen, roughly 500 firms are now vying for the 

patronage of long-distance customers nationwide. 

Moreover, not only have firms entered the interexchange market, but they 

have also been aggressive in developing the capacity for future output 

expansions. Indeed, as seen in Exhibit DLK-4, both AT&T and its 

competitors have been very active in developing fiber optic transmission 

networks. The data exhibited here show that miles of fiber in place have 

increased in all categories every year since 1984. At the end of 1995, 
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AT&T had about 1.4 million miles of fiber in place, while other IXCs had 

about 1.3 million. Such capacity for future output expansions is important 

because capacity limitations facilitate monopolistic price increases on the 

part of incumbent firms. That is, any attempt by any incumbent 

interexchange carrier, say AT&T, to raise prices to supra-competitive 

levels would be aided if the capacity of its rival firms were limited. 

Alternatively, where the capacity of rival firms is abundant (and customers 

readily demonstrate a willingness to switch to alternative carriers), the 

ability of any firm contemplating a supracompetitive price increase is 

constrained. 

In the case at hand, it is well known that the interexchange industry is rife 

with capacity. For instance, a recent study found that AT&T's competitors 

could readily absorb a significant percentage of AT&T's traffic 

immediately and within three months take roughly one-third of all of 

AT&T's traffic simply by utilizing spare switch ports and existing 

transport facilities.' 

Importantly, the distribution of this transmission capacity in the 

interexchange industry is spread across a variety of carriers. Indeed, in 

Florida, there are at least 28 facilities-based interexchange carriers. This 

presence of alternative carriers with the capability to expand assures that 

11 
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no interexchange firm has control over any bottleneck facilities that might 

aid in attempts to sustain supracompetitive prices. 

Not only have firms been aggressive about their expansion of physical 

facilities in the interexchange industry, but they have also demonstrated in 

incontrovertible terms their willingness and desire to expand output. 

Exhibit DLK-5 depicts the growth of output of competitors to AT&T, such 

as MCI, in the post-divestiture period. As is readily apparent, these 

competitors collectively have exhibited a remarkable growth rate of 

roughly twenty percent per year between 1984 and 1996. 

Finally, the breadth of interexchange service offerings in Florida also 

indicates that there is a high elasticity of supply by rival firms. Not only 

do a large number of firms offer long-distance service in this state and 

nearly 500 offer service nationwide, but this competition exists across 

virtually all product lines within the long-distance market. Every service 

offered by AT&T and MCI has competitive alternatives, whether MTS, 

Private Line, or high volume inbound services. Also, there has been an 

explosion of new service offerings by interexchange carriers in the post- 

divestiture period. This remarkable proliferation of services provides 

objective proof regarding the highly elastic nature of supply in the 

interexchange industry. In sum, the data unequivocally reveal that barriers 

12 
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to entry and expansion are extremely low and, therefore, that the elasticity 

of competitive supply is quite high. 

Q. DOES THE MARKET SHARE EVIDENCE ALSO INDICATE THE 

PRESENCE OF COMPETITION IN THE INTERLATA MARKET? 

Yes. At the outset of the post-divestiture period, AT&T had a 

preponderance (over 90 percent) of interLATA traffic in the United States. 

As seen in Exhibit DLK-6, however, AT&T's minutes-of-use market share 

has dropped consistently during the past decade. At the same time, the 

output and breadth of competitors' service offerings has expanded 

dramatically. By 1996 (3rd quarter), AT&T's interstate minutes-of-use 

market share had fallen to 52.8 percent.8 

A. 

Typically, the pattern and level of intrastate interLATA minutes-of-use 

market shares have followed closely the interstate market share statistics. 

The consistent and pronounced declines in AT&T's market share reveal a 

vulnerability of AT&T to competitive attacks. Importantly, this observed 

decline in market share has come about during a period in which the real 

price of long-distance services has fallen by over 50 percent. This decline 

in market share in the face of falling prices reveals a pronounced 

vulnerability of interexchange companies to competitive attacks. Clearly, 

in the event of any unu-arranted attempt to raise prices above competitive 

13 
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levels, the resulting market share loss would be devastating. Therefore, 

the market share evidence also provides unequivocal support for the 

conclusion that the interLATA market is subject to effective competition. 

Q. DO DEMAND CHARACTERISTICS ALSO INDICATE THAT THE 

INTEREXCHANGE MARKET IS COMPETITIVE? 

Yes. The demand characteristics of the interexchange market reinforce the A. 

competitive impact of the high elasticity of firm supply and the 

distribution of market shares in the interLATA market. Several 

considerations support this conclusion. First, overall market growth has 

been pronounced. Sales of interexchange services have increased 

dramatically since the divestiture. This large growth rate has had the 

effect of attracting new firms into the market and has mitigated the risk of 

failure for prospective new entrants. 

Second, the distribution of demand across telecommunication customers 

has also contributed to the vulnerability of incumbent firms. Specifically, 

a large proportion of consumer demand for interexchange services is 

accounted for by a relatively small percentage of customers. That skewed 

distribution, together with a pronounced propensity of customers to switch 

long-distance carriers, makes the sales of any particular carrier subject to 

potentially large losses in the event of an anticompetitive price increase. 

14 
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Third, consumer demand in long-distance services is characterized by an 

acute tendency to switch carriers. In 1994, some 27 million households 

switched long-distance carriers. By 1995, that number had swollen to over 

42 million customers (representing some 19 percent of the interexchange 

carrier base).9 

In the face of such a pronounced willingness and demonstrated ability of 

consumers to switch long-distance providers, the high elasticity of other 

firms' supply, and the existing distribution of market shares, it is virtually 

inconceivable that the long-distance market is characterized by anythmg 

other than effective competition. In short, buyers have too many choices, 

firms have too much capacity, and there is simply too little customer 

loyalty to any given carrier for any firm to possess monopoly power or 

exploit consumers of long-distance services in Florida. 
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16 Q. DOES ECONOMETRIC EVIDENCE EXIST TO SUPPORT THE 
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CONCLUSION THAT THE INTEREXCHANGE MARKET IS 
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A. Yes. At least two recent studies of the interexchange industry based on 

substantially different methodologies and different sources of data have 
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both concluded that there is very little market power exhibited in the 

interexchange industry. 
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The first study, performed by a staff member of the Federal Trade 

Commission, makes use of two data sets -- a time series for interstate 

calling that covers the period from July 1986 through August 1991 and a 

pooled sample of monthly data that covers the 1988-1991 period for five 

states." The study focuses on the small business and residential portion of 

the overall interexchange market. The results of the study support the 

conclusion that no firm in the interexchange marketplace holds significant 

monopoly power. Indeed, the study concludes that the potential economic 

welfare loss due to deviations of prices from those that would prevail 

under perfect competition are minuscule, ranging from 0.03 percent to 

0.36 percent of industry revenues. (See Ward p.61) 

The second study to provide an empirical assessment of market power in 

the interexchange industry is one conducted by Professors Simran Kahai, 

John W. Mayo, and me." Based on quarterly observations on interstate 

calling volumes and tariffed rates for residential MTS service between the 

third quarter of 1984 and the fourth quarter of 1993, we simultaneously 

estimate the total market demand and the supply of AT&T's rivals while 

controlling for exogenous influences such as the price of carrier access and 

the percentage of lines converted to equal access. Based on these 

estimates and know values of AT&T's market share (alternatively on a 

capacity and minutes-of-use basis), it is possible to measure the degree of 

16 
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market power held by AT&T. The results from this second econometric 

analysis also indicate that AT&T has very little market power and is 

therefore subject to effective competition. Given the relative size of 

AT&T in the interexchange market, this conclusion holds a fpdind for 

other long-distance carriers, such as MCI. 

HAS THE FCC MADE ANY FINDINGS CONCERNING 

COMPETITIVE CONDITIONS IN THE INTEREXCHANGE 

MARKET? 

Yes. For several years, the FCC considered the issue of the status of 

competition in the interexchange market with an eye toward whether the 

market was sufficiently competitive to end price regulation and the 

dominant-canier status of AT&T. As a consequence of that investigation, 

and in the presence of claims by the RBOCs that the market was 

insufficiently competitive to warrant a removal of price regulation of 

AT&T, the FCC found that the long-distance market was subject to a host 

of competitive forces and that, accordingly, AT&T should be reclassified 

as a "non-dominant" firm.12 

Importantly, that finding was based upon a consideration of the same 

structural factors described above. Specifically, with regard to the issue of 

supply elasticity, the FCC notes that "AT&T's competitors have enough 
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readily available excess capacity to constrain AT&T's pricing behavior."" 

The FCC also points out that the source of the high supply elasticity 

derives not only from MCI and Sprint but from other smaller carriers as 

well. In particular, the Commission correctly noted that "[wle find 

unpersuasive the arguments that interexchange carriers other than AT&T, 

MCI, and Sprint are too small to exert competitive pre~sure."'~ 

On the issue of market demand characteristics, the FCC finds that 

"residential customers are highly demand-elastic and will switch to or 

from AT&T in order to obtain price reductions and desired features." The 

Commission also noted that "[tlhe largest interexchange carriers 

continually promote various discount plans, which meet the needs of 

customers with different calling patterns (e.g., volume discounts, calling 

circles, postalized rates) and offer cash awards to entice residential 

consumers to switch carriers."'5 

In light of its consideration of supply elasticity, demand elasticity and the 

pronounced decline in AT&T's market share, the FCC concluded that "The 

behavior of the market between I984 and I994 suggests intense rivalty 

among AT&T, MCI, and Sprint."'6 
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Finally, the FCC has recently reaffirmed its position regarding the 

intensity of competition in the interLATA market. In its October 3 1, 1996 

Order, the Commission states: 

“Thus we believe that market forces will generally insure that the 

rates, practices, and classifications are just, reasonable, and not 

unjustly or unreasonably discriminato ry... We also reject the 

unsupported suggestion that the current levels of competition are 

inadequate to constrain AT&T’s prices”” 

Q. IS THERE ANY EVIDENCE OF COLLUSION AMONG 

INTEREXCHANGE CARRIERS? 

No. In the face of the above overwhelming evidence of no unilateral 

market power and as a justification to permit reintegration by the RBOCs 

into the interLATA market, some RBOC witnesses have alleged that the 

interexchange market is currently subject to tacit collusion. For example, 

on page 61 of his testimony, Mr. Vamer writes: 

A. 

“AT&T, MCI, Sprint and WorldCom carry the majority of the 

interLATA traffic but maintain a classic oligopoly. Prices move 

up in lock-step without regard to decreasing costs; profit margins 

are high and rising; and carriers target discounts at high-volume, 

price-sensitive customers while charging the majority of callers 

inflated basic rates.” 
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I have evaluated this claim of non-competitive performance and found it to 

be unconvincing and unsupported by any credible evidence. Indeed, 

considerable evidence exists that refutes this claim. 

The basic idea of tacit collusion is that, under certain well-specified 

conditions, rival firms in highly concentrated industries may gravitate 

toward the joint profit-maximizing (Le., monopoly) price and output 

without actually entering into an explicit overt agreement to fix prices. As 

is widely recognized, however, whether this sort of behavior is likely to 

occur is highly dependent upon the specific characteristics of the market in 

question. For tacit collusion to arise, industry conditions must be 

favorable to the stable sort of "meeting of the minds" that must occur to 

sustain this highly coordinated market conduct. 

HAVE YOU EXAMINED THE INTERLATA MARKET TO 

DETERMINE WHETHER THESE INDUSTRY CONDITIONS ARE 

PRESENT? 

Yes. A thorough examination of the structural characteristics of the 

interexchange market reveals that the industry is definitely & conducive 

to tacit collusion. In a recent article I co-authored with Professor John W. 

Mayo, I evaluated the structural and behavioral characteristics of the 

interexchange industry to determine the prospect for tacit collusion. 
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There, we describe at least seven structural factors that tend to impair the 

prospects for tacit collusion in this market: 

[71 

The market is characterized by low barriers to entry; 

The market is characterized by substantial spare capacity; 

The market shares of the largest firms are highly disparate; 

The market is characterized by a relatively complex price 

structure; 

The market is characterized by rapid product innovation; 

The market is characterized by a highly skewed distribution 

of demand; and 

The market is characterized by a very large number of 

competitors. 

Attachment DLK-2 @p. 15-18) describes in specific detail how each of 

these structural characteristics of the market act to deter the prospects for 

tacit collusion. 

Additionally, an examination of the behavioral characteristics of the 

industry provides equally compelling evidence that tacit collusion is not 

present in the interexchange industry. Specifically, at least four aspects of 

observed conduct and performance in the interexchange marketplace are 

inconsistent with the claim that tacit collusion is occurring in this market: 
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[I]  The downward trend in prices (both gross and net of access 

charges) over the past dozen years; 

AT&T's market share has exhibited marked instability over 

time; 

The presence of aggressive advertising and marketing 

campaigns of the various long-distance firms; and 

The consistent propensity and willingness of interexchange 

competitors to expand output. 

[2] 

[3] 

[4] 

Exhibit DLK-2 (pp. 18-20) explains in detail why each of these behavioral 

characteristics of the market are inconsistent with the conclusion that 

interexchange f m s  are engaged in tacit collusion. 

DO RECENT INCREASES IN THE BASIC TARIFFED RATES 

CHARGED BY AT&T, MCI, AND OTHERS TEND TO SUPPORT THE 

HYPOTHESIS OF TACIT COLLUSION IN INTERLATA TOLL 

MARKET? 

No. Typical RBOC arguments characterize increases in tariffed rates 

which occur contemporaneously as tacit collusion. This characterization is 

incorrect on several grounds. First, firms in competition with one another 

operate in a common environment and therefore face similar changes in 

costs, demands, and the like. It would be incredible if the timing and 

directions of price changes were unrelated among firms. 
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Second, the widespread use of lower priced calling plans makes any 

analysis based on “standard” rates suspect. In fact, average rates per 

minute paid for long-distance services have continuously declined for 

many years. 

Third, customers who use undiscounted tariffed rates are often very low 

volume users. Further, these basic schedule rates do not recover even 

direct costs for some low volume users.’8 Therefore, changes in some 

tariffs are probably best viewed as one facet of a broad movement in rate 

restructuring that predominantly leads to price reductions but may result in 

some prices (which were below costs under regulation) increasing. 

Additionally, and most importantly, claims of tacit collusion by the long 

distance carriers are unbelievable when the scope of the alleged conspiracy 

is examined in detail. Since deregulation, large users have enjoyed huge 

reductions in per minute costs of long- distance services. Small users have 

enjoyed smaller reductions than large users but still pay substantially less. 

RBOC analysts typically focus on a narrow class of tariffs over a specific 

time period (usually, since 1989 or 1991). Accepting this approach, one is 

forced to conclude that, if the major IXCs collude, then they do so in a 

relatively small, unprofitable market segment while competing more 

intensely in larger, higher revenue venues. For example, in 1996, MCI 
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obtained less than 4% of its total revenues from residential callers using 

undiscounted calling plans. It would be simply nonsensical for a firm to 

collude on such a small portion of its overall business while competing 

aggressively on the remainder. 

THE RBOCS CLAIM THAT MOST CUSTOMERS DO NOT QUALIFY 

FOR DISCOUNT PLANS AND, CONSEQUENTLY, ARE NOT 

BENEFICIARIES OF INTEREXCHANGE COMPANY RIVALRY. IS 

THIS ALLEGATION CORRECT? 

No. While the RBOCs have portrayed competition as only benefitting the 

larger long- distance customers, the vast majority of customers have 

benefitted from the intense rivalry among the long-distance carriers. 

Competition has led to an explosion of new services for residential and 

small business customers, improvement in the technical quality of service, 

improved customer service, and prices that more accurately reflect cost 

than at any other time in the post-divestiture era. 

Moreover, it is a gross mischaracterization of the facts for the RBOCs to 

allege that residential and small business customers are not able to take 

advantage of the rivalry that exists for larger customers. Television, 

newspaper and other forms of solicitations are frequently targeted at 

exactly these customer groups. The result is that for any consumer willing 
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to engage in a modest amount of shopping, very attractive -- discounted -- 

rates are available for long-distance consumers even if they are not high 

volume customers. 

THE RBOCS HAVE ALSO CHARGED THAT THE LONG-DISTANCE 

MARKET EVIDENCES PRICE LEADERSHIP AND, THUS, THAT IT 

MUST NOT BE COMPETITIVE. HOW DO YOU RESPOND TO THIS 

CLAIM? 

It is important to recognize at the outset that prices charged by rival firms 

routinely move together in competitive markets. Indeed, a high 

correlation among the prices charged by rivals is an indication that 

consumers view the services provided by these firms as close substitutes. 

Thus, the claim of "price leadership" requires far more specification if one 

is to take seriously the allegation that contemporaneous (or nearly 

contemporaneous) price changes signal less than competitive performance. 

Economic analysis has revealed that price leadershp is a routine practice 

in the U.S. economy and comes in several, generally innocuous, forms. 

For example, "barometric price leadership" occurs when a single firm that 

happens to be adept at reading market conditions calls out a price and 

other industry members routinely follow that price. This "price 

leadership" is thought to occur, for instance, in the automobile industry. 
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The "followership" behavior of some industry participants in the case of 

barometric price leadership, however, is not in any sense anticompetitive 

and will continue only so long as the "leader" firm's prices remain an 

accurate bellwether of market conditions. "Follower" firms will surely 

depart from the price called out by the "leader" should they see any profit 

opportunity from doing so. 

Other types of price leadership are similarly innocuo~s. '~ It is for t h s  

reason that the United States Supreme Court established that a pattern of 

one firm calling out a price while others (in a temporal sense) follow that 

price is not evidence of anticompetitive behavior: 

the most that can be said as to this, is that many of its competitors 

have been accustomed, independently and as a matter of business 

expediency, to follow approximately the prices at which it has sold 

... [its products]. ... And the fact that competitors may see proper, 

in the exercise of their own judgment, to follow the prices of 

another manufacturer, does not establish any suppression of 

competition or show any sinister domination. United States v. 

htemational W e s  ter C a  ,274 U.S. 693,708-709 (1927) 

(emphasis added). 
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g& where price leadership promotes collusive, monopolistic prices does 

this practice cause any anticompetitive concern. Yet, as I discussed 

earlier, numerous structural and behavioral factors in the interexchange 

industry indicate that collusive price leadership is not present in this 

industry.20 Thus, the RBOCs' claims that the observed "price leadership" 

(really, just a correlation of price movements over time) is inconsistent 

with competitive market performance is completely unfounded. 

TAKEN TOGETHER, WHAT DOES THE ABOVE BODY OF 

EVIDENCE INDICATE ABOUT THE LEVEL OF COMPETITION IN 

THE INTERLATA MARKET? 

Together, this body of evidence unequivocally demonstrates the presence 

of effective competition in this market. Consumers have benefitted 

tremendously from declining prices, expanded service offerings, and 

increased choices resulting from the intense rivalry that permeates that 

market. As a result, entry by the RBOCs is unlikely to improve 

performance significantly in this market. Indeed, if these firms possess 

substantial monopoly power in local exchange markets, such entry is 

likely to diminish competition. 

111. COMPET 1TIVENF.SS OF LOCAL EXCHANGE MARKETS 
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Q. WHAT IS MR. VARNERS POSITION REGARDING THE QUESTION 

OF THE COMPETITIVENESS OF LOCAL EXCHANGE MARKETS 

IN FLORIDA? 

Mr. Vamer apparently believes that the issue of the intensity of 

competition in local exchange markets is irrelevant to Section 271 

deliberations. For example, on pages 3 1-32 of his testimony, Mr. Vamer 

writes: 

A. 

“Thus it is clear that Congress debated and explicitly decided to 

exclude a specific level of local competition as being a requirement 

for interLATA entry.” 

And on page 33, he concludes that: 

“...Bell South does not believe the level of local competition should 

be a consideration.” 

Q. 

A. 

DO YOU AGREE WITH MR. VARNERS POSITION ON THIS 

ISSUE? 

No. If Mr. Vamer is offering strictly a legal opinion of the requirements 

of the Telecommunications Act, I am not qualified to respond. I am not an 

attorney and will not proffer a legal opinion on this issue. 
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As an economist, however, I must say that whether such reintegration is 

likely to have the beneficial effect claimed by Mr. Vamer hinges crucially 

upon the intensity of competition in the affected local exchange markets. 

ARE LOCAL EXCHANGE MARKETS IN FLORIDA SUBJECT TO 

EFFECTIVE COMPETITION ACCORDING TO STANDARDS 

GENERALLY ACCEPTED IN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS? 

No. These markets exhibit monopoly or near monopoly conditions. 

Application of the same criteria discussed above -- the elasticity of other 

firms' supply, market shares, and conditions of demand -- reveals that 

these local exchange markets are very far from effective competition. 

Further, and perversely, the speed at which effective competition can be 

expected to emerge in these markets depends critically upon the behavior 

of BellSouth and the response of regulatory authorities to this behavior. 

Specifically, new firms entering local exchange markets in Florida will, in 

all likelihood, be dependent upon the cooperation of BellSouth and other 

local exchange companies in providing unbundled network elements, 

interconnection, and wholesale services for some time to come. 

BellSouth, in turn, has strong economic incentives to impede such entry to 

preserve its monopoly position. As a result, a heavy burden falls upon the 

regulatory agency to vigorously implement and enforce the provisions of 
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the Telecommunications Act to ensure, to the extent possible, that such 

entry-forestalling tactics do not succeed. 

WHAT ARE THE RELEVANT PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

INCLUDED IN THE CATEGORY OF THE “LOCAL 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS MARKET”? 

Although we often speak of the “local market,” it is more accurate 

economically to view this portion of the industry as being segmented into 

(at least) three separate product markets. These markets are (1) intralata 

toll markets; (2) the market for carrier access; and (3) the market for local 

exchange services. The relevant barriers to entry and states of competition 

in these three markets differ in important respects, although none is 

presently subject to effective competition. 

HOW DO BARRIERS TO ENTRY AND COMPETITION VARY 

BETWEEN THESE MARKETS? 

The technical requirements for competitive provision of these critical 

services vary significantly. The degree to which effective entry requires 

enforced cooperation by the incumbent local exchange carriers also varies. 

As a result, the current prospects for the emergence of competition in these 

markets also differs greatly. Those markets where nonregulatory entry 

barriers and the necessity of incumbent firm cooperation are lowest have 
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seen the greatest degree of competitive entry, although it is inaccurate to 

describe any of these markets as effectively competitive today. 

Nevertheless, these markets provide a useful object lesson in the 

importance of barriers to entry and strategic behavior by the incumbent 

local exchange carriers in hindering the emergence of effective 

competition in local telecommunications markets generally. 

WHAT IS THE CURRENT STATE OF COMPETITION IN THESE 

MARKETS? 

The intraLATA toll market appears to be the most competitive of the three 

markets described above. This result is unsurprising given an economic 

evaluation of the entry conditions that characterize this market. It is 

probable that intraLATA toll markets could become effectively 

competitive in a very short time if: (1) equal access (i.e., intraLATA 

presubscription) were in place (which I understand has been implemented 

in BellSouth’s territory); (2) access charges were reformed so that 

efficient pricing of access was allowed to prevail; and (3) the RBOCs 

could be prevented from exploiting their monopoly in local exchange 

markets to stifle competition in intraLATA toll. The current system is 

grossly slanted to the advantage of the incumbent carriers and has the 

effect of stifling competition and, thereby, limiting the competitive 

benefits realized by consumers. 
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Further, the incumbent providers of intraLATA toll have taken extensive 

steps to slow the emergence of effective competition in this market by 

introducing extended area service programs in response to threats of 

competitive entry. Strategic behavior of this sort is fully consistent with 

the view that incumbent local exchange companies are monopolies 

seeking to hinder entry by whatever means are available. 

WHAT IS THE STATE OF COMPETITION IN CARRIER ACCESS 

MARKETS IN FLORIDA? 

The carrier access market is probably the second most competitive of the 

three local exchange markets. Nonetheless, while some limited entry by 

"competitive access providers" (CAPs) has occurred, this entry is wholly 

ineffective in several important respects. As a result, the market for carrier 

access remains highly concentrated and is subject to substantial market 

power. 

The market for carrier access exhibits lower barriers to entry than do local 

exchange markets. CAPs may require connection from an interexchange 

company's point of presence (POP) to its local exchange consumers -- 

generally large volume business customers located in relatively dense 

urban areas. In some cases, however, they do not require interconnection 

with the local exchange company. In general, then, the extent of 
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interconnection required by CAPs is far less than that required by new 

entrants into the local exchange markets. Thus, for technical reasons, the 

CAPs are likely to be somewhat less vulnerable to strategic harm from 

ILEC's anticompetitive practices. Yet, any examination of this market on 

economic grounds strongly implies that effective competition has yet to 

emerge. 

WHAT EVIDENCE IS THERE THAT THE CAPS HAVE FAILED TO 

ESTABLISH EFFECTIVE COMPETITION IN THE MARKETS FOR 

CARRIER ACCESS IN FLORIDA? 

There is substantial evidence of several kinds. First, the CAPs are quite 

specialized, almost "niche" providers. They target large companies, often 

located in large buildings. As a result, any competitive impact they may 

wield is felt by only a small portion of the overall access market. Second, 

CAPs overwhelmingly offer dedicated access services, which, again, 

limits their competitive impact. Third, the CAPs are relatively small and 

lack the capacity to offer mass marketed services that would provide most 

consumers a realistic alternative to the incumbent local exchange 

company?' 

While the CAPs have provided some limited competition to the ILECs in 

special access services and private lines, it is important to remember that 
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few, if any, residential customers have 

they face monopoly supply conditions. It is thus highly inaccurate to 

describe the carrier access market as competitive. 

choice in access provision: 

IS THE CAP EXPERIENCE RELEVANT IN DETERMINING THE 

LEVEL OF BARRIERS TO ENTRY IN THE CARRIER ACCESS AND 

OTHER MARKETS? 

Yes. Three important points concerning the CAPS' experience are worth 

noting. First, access charges exceed the incremental costs of providing the 

access services many times over. Thus, the economic incentive to enter 

this market is strong. Second, despite the extraordinarily high level of 

these access charges and the longevity of this pricing distortion, CAP 

entry has been limited and has targeted only certain classes of users. 

Together, these two facts unambiguously demonstrate that significant 

nonregulatory barriers to entry exist in this market. And third, it is clear 

that these barriers apply a f o r t i d  to the local exchange services market. 

That is, due to tremendous sunk costs and the need for interconnection, 

whatever banters to entry exist in the access market are magnified in the 

local exchange market. 

DOES THE FACT THAT CARRIER ACCESS SERVICES ARE 

PRICED FAR ABOVE ECONOMIC COSTS CARRY ANY OTHER 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR THE EMERGENCE OF COMPETITION IN 

LOCAL EXCHANGE MARKETS? 

Yes. Excessive prices for carrier access services are unwarranted on 

economic grounds. Such prices distort market outcomes in at least two 

dimensions. First, artificially high access charges raise the costs of 

providing long-distance services, thereby dampening consumption in that 

market. Moreover, these artificially inflated prices for toll services have, 

no doubt, discouraged new and innovative uses of the long-distance 

network over time. The economic (social welfare) costs of this distortion 

have been quite substantial. 

A. 

Second, and perhaps more important, is the potential damage that 

excessive access charges can do to the emergence of competition in 

local exchange markets. These charges provide ILECs a source of 

excess revenues that can be used to subsidize anticompetitive 

practices of various sorts -- e.g., underpricing of intraLATA toll, 

extended area calling plans, and below-cost pricing of certain local 

exchange services. Cross-subsidization is the enemy of 

competition, and carrier access charges are currently providing the 

major source of the revenues required for such cross-subsidies. As 

a result, it is unlikely that effective competition will arise 
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throughout local exchange markets until these charges are lowered 

to cost. 

Additionally, if the RBOCs are allowed to reenter the interLATA 

market while continuing to receive excess profits from the sale of 

access services, the potential for monopoly leveraging behavior 

will be expanded significantly. Therefore, access charge reform 

(i.e., lowering carrier access charges to their relevant economic 

costs) becomes an integral part of the overall process of promoting 

competition throughout telecommunications markets. 

ARE LOCAL EXCHANGE SERVICE MARKETS IN FLORIDA 

COMPETITIVE? 

No, these markets are the least competitive of all. For residential 

consumers, choice is, for all practical purposes, nonexistent. Incumbent 

carrier market shares in local exchange services are generally well above 

monopoly levels for antitrust purposes. Indeed, in many local exchange 

markets, they are at or near 100 percent. Also, entry barriers are 

sufficiently high to allow monopolistic pricing without a substantial threat 

of response from potential competitors. Thus, the same criteria applied to 

the interLATA market earlier in this testimony clearly reveal the presence 

of substantial monopoly power in local exchange markets. 
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WHY ARE LOCAL EXCHANGE SERVICE MARKETS SO HIGHLY 

CONCENTRATED? 

There are several reasons. First, and most importantly, competitive entry 

into these markets requires an extremely high level of cooperation by 

BellSouth. The Telecommunications Act of 1996 and FCC orders 

explicitly recognize this state of affairs. The Act places extensive and 

detailed obligations on the ILECs in the areas of sales of unbundled 

network elements, their pricing and provision, determination of wholesale 

discounts, conditions of interconnection, etc. 

These obligations were written into this law because it is abundantly clear 

that competition in local services can only arise if incumbents such as 

BellSouth can be forced to refrain from anticompetitive practices. 

Unfortunately, competition in these markets is not in the incumbents’ 

economic interest. Unsurprisingly, they wish to maintain their monopoly 

status. Potential entrants, then, are placed in the unenviable position of 

being forced to rely upon the cooperation of another party who has every 

incentive to be uncooperative. And regulators are placed in the equally 

unenviable position of trying to enforce that cooperation. 

Cost conditions and investment requirements also severely limit entry into 

local exchange services markets, particularly on a facilities-based basis. A 
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substantial portion of local exchange investment appears to represent sunk 

costs. Moreover, the dominant position that BellSouth holds interacts with 

these cost conditions and investment requirements to discourage entry. In 

particular, the high capital costs requirements of facilities-based entry 

(virtually all of which are sunk) become particularly prohibitive if 

BellSouth is expected to engage in post-entry strategic anticompetitive 

practices. 

The role of sunk, or unrecoverable, costs attendant on entry in stifling 

competition is made worse by the promulgation of high “nonrecurring 

charges” (NRCs) for certain unbundled network elements. These charges, 

which should be based solely on the minimal, forward looking costs of 

provision, represent substantial sunk investments for new entrants. They 

are entirely sunk upon entry. As a result, they represent an entry barrier 

for firms attempting to enter through the purchase of unbundled network 

elements. 

Finally, certain local exchange rates may incorporate subsidies (funded by 

excessive access charges). If they do, entry is further discouraged. The 

level and nature of these subsidies, however, are uncertain at this time. 
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IF LOCAL EXCHANGE MARKETS IN FLORIDA ARE NOT 

EFFECTIVELY COMPETITIVE, ARE THEY “OPEN TO 

COMPETITION’? 

The distinction between effective competition and “openness to 

competition” is driven primarily by the desire of some ILECs, such as 

BellSouth, to enter in-region interLATA toll markets while still retaining 

local exchange monopolies. While “open to competition” has no precise 

economic meaning, the closest related concepts are market “contestability” 

and low barriers to entry. A market with no sunk cost of entry, that further 

allows for very rapid entry and zero-cost exit, is called “contestable.” In 

such a rarefied market, potential competition would play the same role as 

actual competition, limiting the exercise of market power even if the 

incumbent is a monopoly. 

It is clear that local exchange markets in Florida are neither effectively 

competitive nor contestable. High entry barriers and significant sunk costs 

have severely limited entry in most important market segments. Retail- 

stage entry alone can never impose constraints on BellSouth remotely 

similar to those provided by effective competition or contestability. The 

experience of CAP entry, discussed above, is strong evidence of 

significant nonregulatory entry barriers. 
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If, on the other hand, by the term “open to competition” MI. Vamer 

simply means that regulatory barriers to entry have been removed and 

forma satisfaction of checklist items has been achieved, then the term is 

economically empty. Consumers cannot benefit from competition that is 

legally open but economically closed. 

Thus, the argument that BellSouth has opened its markets to competition 

because it has satisfied the “competitive checklist” and should, therefore, 

be allowed to enter in-region interLATA toll markets while maintaining its 

local monopoly position is a purely legal claim - it has no economic 

content. 

CAN YOU SUMMARIZE YOUR DISCUSSION OF THE STATE OF 

COMPETITION IN LOCAL EXCHANGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

MARKETS? 

Yes. Local telecommunications services are best viewed as segmented 

into (at least) three distinct product markets: intraLATA toll, carrier 

access, and local exchange services. While none of these markets is 

highly competitive, intraLATA toll is potentially competitive given equal 

access, access charge reforms and effective restraint of monopoly 

leveraging behavior. Carrier access and local exchange service markets 

are, however, quite concentrated, with BellSouth holding near monopoly 
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Therefore, regulation has a critical role to play in facilitating competitive 

entry into these important markets. In the absence of some regulatory 

or monopoly positions. Moreover, these high levels of concentration are 

exacerbated by the presence of substantial barriers to entry. And, 

perversely, competition in the latter market requires cooperation by 

BellSouth via reasonable interconnection agreements, efficient pricing and 

provisioning of unbundled network elements, wholesale services, and the 

like. Until sufficient facilities-based entry occurs to erode the dominant 

position that BellSouth now holds, this firm will continue to possess 

substantial monopoly power in both the access and local exchange 

markets. 

13 

14 
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16 

17 

mechanism to oversee the practices of BellSouth, one cannot credibly 

expect that the elimination of regulatory barriers to entry by itself will 

produce entry sufficient to render these markets effectively competitive. 

There are significant nonregulatory barriers to entry, as the dearth of CAP 

capacity in the face of exorbitant access fees shows. To fulfill the promise 

18 of competition in local exchange telecommunications markets, pro- 

19 

20 

21 

22 AT THIS TIME 

competitive policies are and will continue to be required. 

IV. THELIKEL Y CONSEOUENCES OF BELLSOUTH REMTEGRATI ON 
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WHAT CONCLUSIONS CAN YOU DRAW FROM THE PRECEDING 

SECTIONS OF YOUR TESTIMONY? 

Two important conclusions flow from the analysis presented above: 

[ 11 The interLATA market is subject to effective competition; 

and 

Local exchange markets are subject to substantial 

monopoly power. 

[2] 

These conclusions ace strongly supported by both economic theory and 

empirical evidence. 

GIVEN THESE CONCLUSIONS, WHAT ARE THE LIKELY 

CONSEQUENCES OF ALLOWING BELLSOUTH TO REINTEGRATE 

INTO THE IN-REGION INTERLATA MARKET IN FLORIDA AT 

THIS TIME? 

If RBOCs such as BellSouth are permitted to reintegrate into the 

interLATA market before effective competition &e., the absence of 

significant monopoly power) emerges in the local exchange market, 

incentives for monopoly leveraging emerge. In addition, once permitted 

into the interLATA market, BellSouth will cease even the minimal efforts 

that have been exhibited so far to treat interexchange sellers as customers 

whose interests they have no incentive to harm. Rather, BellSouth will 
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view interexchange firms as competitors that they seek to displace in the 

market. 

The normal desire to displace competitors is an inherent and typically 

healthy effect of competition. If the RBOCs retain significant monopoly 

power, however, this incentive to displace rivals is perverted and is likely 

to manifest itself in an anticompetitive fashion. In this situation, then, 

reintegration by BellSouth prior to the eclipse of significant monopoly 

power in its local exchange markets will & rather than promote 

competition in both the interLATA market and the local exchange market. 

Such an effect is clearly a in the interest of consumers. 

In considering the dangers of the premature reintegration of BellSouth into 

the interLATA market, it is perhaps apt to recall the adage that "Those 

who forget history are destined to repeat it." The problems presented by 

having a firm with monopoly control of bottleneck facilities competing 

with unintegrated rivals in adjacent markets were thoroughly documented 

in the antitrust suits brought by both the Department of Justice and by 

MCI against the Bell System companies in the 1970s?* 

While some RBOCs have claimed that local exchange is no longer subject 

to the significant monopoly power that gave rise to these abuses, a close 
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examination of the status of competition in local exchange markets today 

reveals otherwise. Moreover, the RBOCs have already demonstrated a 

propensity to engage in anticompetitive actions designed to maintain, 

extend, and exploit their significant monopoly power in the post- 

divestiture period. Such activities fall within the general description of 

monopoly leveraging. 

Q. IS THERE ANY POST-DIVESTITURE EVIDENCE THAT 

MONOPOLY LEVERAGING IS LIKELY TO OCCUR IN THIS 

INDUSTRY? 

Yes. Divestiture removed the incentive for the RBOCs to engage in 

monopoly leveraging behavior with respect to the interLATA market, and 

this judicial alteration of the industry's structure has greatly aided the 

emergence of healthy competition in that market. On subsequent 

occasions, however, the RBOCs have engaged in practices designed to 

forestall competition in areas where competitive rivalry has had the 

potential to develop. Examples of such behavior abound and are growing 

rapidly as competitive threats increase. 

A. 

The case of Great Western D irectories v. S. W. Bell Telephone is 

exemplary of the anticompetitive actions that are likely to arise with 

premature reintegration. This case arose when two independent publishers 
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of yellow pages (Great Western and Canyon), who were operating in 

Texas and Oklahoma, charged that Southwestern Bell (SWB) had 

orchestrated an affiliation-wide concerted action "to extend the SWB 

monopoly of the yellow pages market and to eliminate competition by 

raising the costs of doing business as an independent directory ..." 

Specifically, Great Western and Canyon charged that S WB had violated 

Section 2 of the Sherman Act by "abusing an essential facility and through 

market leveraging." 

The jury in this case found that: 

[3 1 

SWB had monopolized and attempted to monopolize the 

alleged relevant markets ... by denying reasonable access to 

an essential facility; 

SWB monopolized the same alleged markets by leveraging 

monopoly power; and 

SWB attempted to monopolize the alleged markets by 

increasing the price of the essential facility while at the 

same time substantially reducing [advertising] rates?3 

This case of anticompetitive behavior on the part of SWB stems directly 

fiom the possession of significant monopoly power at one stage in the 

vertical structure of the industry. The underlying economics closely 
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parallel the situation of a prematurely reintegrated RBOC and should, 

therefore, give pause to any prudent policymaker who is contemplating the 

risks of anticompetitive behavior in the event of reintegration prior to the 

development of effective competition in local exchange markets. 

In another case, Pacific Bell was ordered to open its intraLATA toll 

market to IO-XXX competition in California. In the wake of the 

California Commission's mandate to open this market to competition -- a 

step opposed by the RBOC -- Pacific rehsed to permit customers to avail 

themselves of an automatic routing feature that would have resulted in 

intraLATA traffic being directed to their new competitors. A challenge to 

this anticompetitive practice led to a preliminary injunction hearing. The 

California Public Utilities Commission concluded that "Pacific is 

attempting to maintain a monopoly in the intraLATA market by the means 

of such refusal to serve."24 

Collectively, these and other actions like them demonstrate that the 

RBOCs are motivated and willing to engage in actions that promote their 

narrow economic interest over the broader "public interest."25 While self- 

interested behavior is generally highly correlated with the broader social 

interest under competitive market conditions, the possession of and desire 

to retain significant monopoly power creates an incentive to engage in 
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actions that are in the profit maximizing self-interest of the firm but are 

clearly counter to the broader goal of effective competition. 

RBOC claims that they possess neither the incentives nor the wherewithal 

to engage in anticompetitive practices if allowed to reintegrate at this time 

are transparent, misleading, and self-serving. Vertical integration by a 

regulated firm with significant monopoly power at one vertical stage 

creates strong economic incentives for the firm to engage in 

anticompetitive practices against its unintegrated rivals, and we have seen 

ample evidence that these incentives can be borne out in actions despite 

the presence of regulations designed to prevent them. 

YOU STATED ABOVE THAT PREMATURE REINTEGRATION BY 

THE RBOCS WOULD REDUCE THE INTENSITY OF COMPETITION 

NOT ONLY IN THE INTERLATA MARKET BUT IN THE LOCAL 

EXCHANGE MARKET AS WELL. CAN YOU EXPLAIN HOW THIS 

LATTER MARKET IS AFFECTED BY SUCH EARLY 

REINTEGRATION? 

Yes. Under the terms of the divestiture agreement, the only incentive the 

RBOCs had to facilitate the emergence of effective competition within 

their local exchange markets was the promise of being allowed to reenter 

the (now competitive) long-distance market. In itself, that promise did not 
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provide much incentive. In effect, under Section VII1.C of the MFJ, the 

RBOCs were presented the following offer: 

If you will relinquish your monopoly over the local exchange 

market, you will be allowed to reenter the competitive 

interexchange market. 

It is little wonder that that offer was not accepted. Abrogation of 

monopoly in return for permission to enter a competitive market is a 

distinctly bad deal. 

Under the terms of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, that same basic 

offer remains in place, with one very important difference. Specifically, 

Sections 251 and 252 of the Act create policies designed to facilitate entry 

by interexchange carriers and others into local exchange markets on both a 

facilities-based and resale basis. As such entry unfolds, the RBOCs' new 

competitors will, for the first time since divestiture, be able to offer 

customers bundled service packages containing both local and long- 

distance services. It is widely believed that consumers will place 

considerable value on the convenience of having a single firm provide the 

full range of their telecommunications needs. Some preliminary empirical 

evidence suggests and many industry observers believe that fms  that are 

unable or unwilling to offer service bundles including, at a minimum, both 
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local and long-distance calling will suffer a significant handicap in 

competing for customers’ patronage in this new environment.26 

As a result, successful entry into local exchange markets will greatly 

intensify the incentives for the RE3OCs to reenter long distance so that 

they, too, can provide the bundled service offerings valued by consumers. 

In effect, the wilted and unappetizing carrot offered by Section V1II.C of 

the MFJ will be transformed into a large and powerful stick with the local 

exchange entry envisioned under the Act. With such entry. the RBOCs 

will feel considerable pressure to facilitate whatever level of Competition 

is required under Section 271 to permit their own reintegration. 

If that reintegration is allowed to proceed without first experiencing 

sufficient entry into local exchange markets, however, that incentive to 

facilitate competition will be lost. In fact, with reintegration, the RJ3OCs’ 

incentive to maintain their monopoly positions in local exchange markets 

will be heightened as profitable opportunities to circumvent the constraints 

provided by regulation will be created thereby. Therefore, premature 

reintegration -- ~, reintegration that is allowed to occur before local 

exchange markets are subject to effective competition -- will jeopardize 

competition in 

Consumers will be doubly harmed if such reintegration is allowed to 
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occur. The benefits of competition will be denied or postponed in both 

markets. 

V. OTHER ISSUES 

ON PAGE 63 OF HIS TESTIMONY, MR. VARNER ARGUES THAT 

ALLOWING BELLSOUTH TO ENTER THE IN-REGION INTERLATA 

MARKET WlLL YIELD SUBSTANTIAL CONSUMER BENEFITS BY 

PERMITTING BUNDLED SERVICE OFFERINGS. DO YOU AGREE 

WITH THIS ARGUMENT? 

No. On the contrary, the existence of a demand for bundled service by the 

public, if true, highlights an important asymmetry between IXCs 

integrating into the local market, and the local monopoly integrating into 

interLATA toll. If the ILEC becomes a long-distance provider while 

maintaining its local monopoly status, it automatically becomes the 

monopoly provider of the bundled service. To the extent it can, it then 

extracts the maximum amount of these bundle-created benefits from 

consumers through its packaged service pricing and other means. 

In contrast, the IXCs are not monopolies in any market. As a result, entry 

by IXCs into local service will assure that Consumers, rather than 

producers, receive the full benefits created by offering bundled services. If 
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Q. AT PAGE 57 OF HIS TESTIMONY, MR. VARNER ARGUES THAT 

REGULATORY AND JUDICIAL MECHANISMS EXIST AND ARE 

ADEQUATE “...TO ENSURE THAT NO HARM RESULTS TO THE 

PUBLIC OR COMPETITION.” ARE SUCH REGULATORY 

CONTROLS LIKELY TO SUCCESSFULLY RESOLVE CONCERNS 

ABOUT MONOPOLY LEVERAGING BY A REINTEGRATED 

these bundling benefits exist, then, they should be made available to 

consumers. Like any product, however, consumers will realize the full 

benefits only if the good is competitively provided, not offered by a 

monopoly. 

Besides the very different consequences of bundled service provision by 

competitive firms and monopolies, another important asymmetry exists 

with regard to BellSouth entry into interLATA toll markets and IXC entry 

into local markets. Unlike local markets, the long-distance market 

exhibits full equal access and a very level playing field, benefitting 

entrants. In contrast, entry into many local markets confronts the potential 

competitor with a host of technical and operational difficulties. As a result 

of these asymmetries, it is absolutely crucial that local exchange 

competition precede RBOC in-region interLATA entry. 
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No, they are not. If BellSouth were allowed, at this time, to reintegrate 

into inregion interLATA markets, circumstances quite similar (if not 

identical) to those associated with anticompetitive behavior in the 

predivestiture environment would arise again. History clearly reveals that 

regulation was incapable of preventing monopoly leveraging behavior in 

that environment. Further, entrepreneurial ingenuity can often find a way 

around regulatory initiatives aimed at moderating anticompetitive actions. 

The structural separation imposed on the then integrated Bell System by 

the MFJ was, in large measure, a response to the extreme difficulty 

oversight authorities had in policing anticompetitive actions by Bell.*’ 

Actions by the Bell System prior to the MFJ ran the gamut from 

traditional leveraging strategies to outright refusals to deal. In his opinion, 

Judge Green noted that, 

“the testimony and documentary evidence adduced by the 

government demonstrate that the Bell System has violated antitrust 

laws in a number of ways over a lengthy period of time?’ 

Recent actions by some RBOCs raise similar concerns. A rather extensive 

discussion of such cases is offered by Professors Bernheim and Willig ?9 
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CAN REGULATORY MECHANISMS SUCH AS PRICE CAPS AND 

IMPUTATION TESTS PREVENT LEVERAGING? 

No. They may combat leveraging, but they are unlikely to win the war. If 

regulatory mechanisms such as imputation tests worked perfectly, they 

could presumably prevent some limited forms of leveraging. The 

difficulty, though, is that, in practice, such procedures are far from perfect. 

As the economist Walter Oi observed, “...the imagination of the greedy 

entrepreneur outstrips the analytic ability of the economi~t.”’~ The 

inability of regulation (or economists) to “keep up” with the ingenuity of 

the regulated firm is the defining rationale for the entire deregulatory 

movement. The history of telecommunications itself provides a stellar 

example. Yet, history also shows that competition can do what regulation 

cannot. Competition is, by far, the best regulator. 

AT PAGE 59 OF HIS TESTIMONY, MR. VARNER ARGUES THAT, 

BECAUSE BELLSOUTH IS SUBJECT TO PRICE-CAP REGULATION 

IN FLORIDA, IT “...WOULD THEREFORE NOT HAVE AN 

INCENTIVE TO IMPROPERLY ALLOCATE COSTS.” IS THIS 

ARGUMENT ECONOMICALLY VALID? 

This argument would only be valid if two necessary conditions were met. 

First, only if BellSouth were subjected to price-cap regulation in its purest 

form would the link between its maximum prices and its costs be broken. 
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That is, the price caps would have to be set once and never be readjusted 

to bring them back into alignment with costs. 

That, however, is not how price caps actually work in practice. Observed 

price-cap plans frequently provide for periodic true-ups of the applicable 

caps to the company’s costs. As a result, real world price caps tend to 

work much more like traditional rate-of-return regulation with a fixed 

regulatory lag. Consequently, contrary to Mr. Varner’s assertion, 

incentives for strategic cost misallocations remain. 

More importantly, even in the absence of periodic true-ups, pure price-cap 

regulation would still fail to eliminate incentives for cross-subsidization 

through cost misallocation in situations where the regulated firm faces the 

threat of competitive entry into some of its markets. That is, Mr. Varner’s 

argument would hold only under a franchised, entry-protected monopoly. 

In an environment where public policy decisions are aimed at fostering 

emerging competition, the argument is invalid. Here, the regulated firm 

will have incentives to misallocate costs -- not to increase its rate base but, 

rather, to preserve its monopoly position. For both of these reasons, Mr. 

Varner’s argument fails. 

VII. SUMMARY OF TE STIMONY 

WOULD YOU PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR TESTIMONY? 
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A. Yes. In my opinion, reintegration by Bell South into the interLATA toll 

market in Florida at the present time is unwarranted and premature. It is 

unwarranted because the consumer benefits that the Company claims will 

flow from such reintegration are lacking. Specifically, the interLATA 

market is already subject to effective competition. As a result, the 

addition of another competitor, even one as large as BellSouth, is unlikely 

to alter performance in this market perceptibly. 

Moreover, reintegration is premature, because, as is plainly evident from 

even a superficial examination of local exchange markets, BellSouth 

retains significant monopoly power in the provision of local exchange and 

access services. In fact, competition in the market for switched local 

exchange services in Florida is virtually nonexistent at the present time. 

Consequently, reintegration by this firm raises the specter of monopoly 

leveraging behavior, which will result in a lessening of competition in the 

long-distance market. Also, by allowing premature reintegration, any 

incentive that BellSouth might have to facilitate the growth of competition 

in its local exchange markets (or even to acquiesce to the growth of such 

competition) will be lost. As a result, competition in these latter markets 

will also be harmed by reintegration at this time. Accordingly, 

reintegration by BellSouth into the interLATA market is likely to harm 
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competition in both markets. Therefore, BellSouth's 271 application 

should be denied. 
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pnd Reeulation, Dryden Press, 1995, Chapter 4. 
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John W. Mayo, “Competition and Asymmetric Regulation in Long Distance 
Telecommunications: An Assessment of the Evidence,” C o d a  w Consoe ctus, Vol. 4 (Winter 
1996), pp. 1-26, which is attached to this testimony as Exhibit DLK-2. 

7. T. L. Brand, et al, “An Updated Study of AT&T’s Competitors’ Capacity to Absorb Rapid 
Demand Growth,” in Ex Parte Presentation in Support of AT&Ts Motion for Reclassification as 
a Non-Dominant Carrier, in CC Docket. No. 79-252, at Att. B (April 24, 1995). 
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9. See B. Douglas Bemheim and Robert D. Willig, The Scope o f Compe tition in 
Telecommun ications, American Enterprise Institute, forthcoming. See, also, David L. Kaserman 
and John W. Mayo, “Competition and Asymmetric Regulation in Long-Distance 
Telecommunications: An Assessment of the Evidence,” C o d a  w ConsDectus , Vol. 4 (Winter 
1996), pp. 1-26, which is attached as Exhibit DLK-2. 
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Regulations Should be Applicable to Such Competition if Authorized, Docket No. P-100, SUB 
72, Before the Nonh Carolina Utilities Commission, July, 1993. 

T d F i l i n g  by South Central Bell Telephone Company for Presumptively Vaiid Regulation for 
New Optional Services and for Rate Reductions in Existing Senices (Ta&€93-039), Docket No. 
93-05058, Before the Tennessee Public Service Commission, April, 1993 

Petition of AT&T of the South Central States, Inc. for Reduced Regulation of Intrastate 
Telecommunications Services, Case No. 92-297, Before the Public Service Commission, 
Commonwealth of Kentucky, January, 1993. 

Order of the Mississippi Public Service Commission Initiating Hearings Concerning (1) 
IntraLATA Competition in the Telecommunication Industry and (2) Payment of Compensation by 
Interexchange Telecommunication Carriers and Resellers to Local Exchange Companies in 
Addition to Access Charges, Docket No. 90-UA-0280, Before the Mississippi Public Service 
Commission, May, 1991 

AT&T Communications of the South Central States, Inc.--Application for Limited InvaLATA 
Telecommunications Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity, Docket No. 89-1 1065, 
Befsre the Tennessee Public Service Commission, March. 1991. 

Inquiry of :he General Counsel into the Reasonableness of rhe Rates and Services of 
Southwestern Ben Telephone Company, Docket No. 8585, Public Ctility Commission of Texas, 
March-Apd, 1990. 

In the Matter of tbe Application of AT&T Communications of the Southwest, Inc., to Institute 
Flexible Price Cap Regulation ofIts Intrasrate Services, Docket No. 167,493-U, 90-AT&T-19-q 
Before the State Corporation Commission ofthe State ofKansas, February, 1990. 

In the Matter of .4n Inquiry into IntraLATA Toll Competition and Appropriate Compensation 
Scheme for Completion of IntraLATA Calls by Interexchange Carriers and WATS 
Jurisdictionality, Administrative Case No. 323, Phase I, Before the Public Service Commkion, 
Commonwealth of Kentucky, February, 1990. 

In Re Investigation of the Revenue Requirements, Rate Structures. Charges, Services, Rate Of 

Return and Constmction Program of AT&T Communications of the South Central States, Inc. in 
its Louisiana Intrzstate Operations, Appropriate Level of Access Charges and All Matters 
Relevant to the &res and Services Rendered by the Company. Docket No. U-17970, Before the 
Louisiana Public Service Cornmission, June, 1989 

In the .\.fatter of the lnvestigation for the Purpose of Determining the Classification of the 
Services Probided by Interexchange Telecommunications Companies within the State of Missouri. 
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Case Xo. TO-88-142, Before the Public Senice Commission of the State of Missouri, Februa?. 
1989 

In the Matter of the Petition of the General Counsel for an Evidentiary Proceeding to Determine 
Market Dominance Among Interexchange Telecommunications Carriers, Docket No. 7790, 
Before the Public Utility Commission ofTucas, June 1988. 

In the siatter of Alternative Regulatory Frameworks for Local Exchange Carriers, Docket 
I 87-1 1-03?. Before the Public Utilities Commission ofthe State of California, January 1988 

The Rmiew of Private Line Services, Case No. 6633, Before the Public Utilities Commission of 
the State of Colorado, September, 1987. 

Testified before the Texas State Legislature (conunittees in both the House and the Senate) 
concerning appropriate regulatory policy in the post divestiture long-distance telecommunicatiors 
industry, March, 1987. 

In the %fatter of the Petition of AT&T Communications of the Pacific Northwest, Inc for 
Classification as a Competitive Telecommunications Company, Cause No. U-86-113, Before rhe 
Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission, November, 1986. 

Performed a complete damage study for the City of Chattanooga in a bid-rigging case in the 
sewer construction ifidustn: Testified by deposition, July, 1986 

Testified by affidavit in Federal Court in Columbus, Georgiq on behalf of Royal Crown Cola. 
Temporary restraining order hearing against the Coca- ColdDr. Pepper and the Pepsico/7-Up 
mergers. 

In the Matter of Occidental Petroleum Corporation and Tenneco Plastics Corporation (Merga 
Case-Preliminary Injunction Hearing in Federal Dimin Court, Washington, D.C.), March 1986. 

Petition of General Counsel for Initiation of an Evidentiary Proceeding to Establish 
Telecommunications Subrnarkets, Docket No. 6261,  Before the Public Utility Commission of 
Texas, September, 1985. 

In the \latter of an Investigation of Intrastate Separations, Settlements and Intrastate Toll &e ?f 
Returq Docket No. 83-041-U. Before the Arkansas Public Service Commission. .4pril, 1985. 

United States of .America Before Federal Trade Commission in the Matter of the B ~ F  Goodt%h 
Company, Diamond Shamrock Chemicals Company, and Diamond Shamrock Plastics 
Corporation merger Case). January. 1985. 

Regulation of Interexchange Carriers, Docket No. 127, 140-U (Phase IV). Before the 
Corporation Commission of the State of Kansas, October, 1984. 
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LONGDISTANCE TELECOMMUNICATIONS: AN 
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1. INTRODUCTION tory authorities. As the number of interexchange 
carrim grew, however, the question of whether and 

Prior to the entry of MCI into the long-distance how these new entrants into the long-distance mar- 
market in 1969, AT&T supplied vinually all long- ket should be regulated arox. In 1980, in the Corn- 
distance calling in the United States, as well as the petitive Carrier Proceeding,’ the Federal Communi- 
predominant share of I d  exchange services. Ac- cations Commission (“FCC” or “Commission”) 
cordingly, AT&T was subjmed to traditional mo- resolved the issue by adopting a policy which dassi- 
nopoly regulation by both federal and state regula- fied firms according to their ability to adversely af- 

* Torchmark Prolessor of Emnomia. Auburn University. 
Ph.D., Emnomio, Uninrdry of Florida. 1976. 

** Professor d b n o m i o ,  Univmity of TCMCM, Ph.D., 
hnomia, Wuhingron Univerriry, 1982. An earlier v d a n  of 
this &de was rubmitvd by ATkT IO the F d d  Comuni~d-  
lions Commission on Jync 12, 1995, as an a pane presentation 
in CC D d c t  No. 79-252. 

In rc Policy and Ruler Concerning Rates for Compcddvc 
Carrier Scnim and Faalitia Authorintiom Therefor, Koua 
d h 9 u i r y  and propmed Rulmakin&, 77 F.C.C.2d 308 (1979); 
Em R c p n  and Onier. 85 F.C.C.2d 1 (1980); Second R e p n  
urd Order, 91 F.C.C.2 59 (1982); Ordm on Remn., 93 
F.C.C.2 54 (1983); Policy Surunenr urd Third Repon and 
Order, 48 Fed. Rg. 46.791 (1983); F w n h  Repon and Order, 
95 F.C.C.2d 554 (1983), vacated rad d c d ,  ATBT Y. 

FCC. 978 F . 2  727 (D.C. Cir. 1992), an. denied, I13 S. Ci. 
3020 (1993); Fifrh Repon and Order, 98 F.C.C.2 1191 (1984); 
Sixth Repm md mer, 99 F.C.C.2d 1020 (1985). n o r e d  and 

’ 

remanded, MCI TelmDmmuniations Carp. v. FCC, 765 F . 2  
1186 (D.C. Cir. 1985) [hereinafter Competitive C d e r  Fh- 
acding]. ATkT filed a motion in this d d n  to have its c l a d -  
cation changed from a dominrnt carrier IO a non-dominant car- 
rier. Morion for Redasrification of AT&T ps a Nondomiruni 
Carrier, in CC Dk.  No. 79-252 (Scpr 22, 1993); Ex Pane 
Racnurion in Support of ATkT’r Motion for Redmifiation 
as a Non-Dominant Curier, in CC Dh. No. 79-252 (Apr. 24, 
1995) [hcrcinaftcr Ex Parre Prercnutionl ( d n g  the mo. 
tion). On October 12, 1995, the FCC decided that it would now 
v u 1  ATBT as a oondominant d e r  for replatoy  prpn. 
la re Motion of ATBT Cop. to be Rcdassihcd u a N m - b -  
in8ni Carrier, Order, in CC Dh. No. 79-252, FCC 95-427 
(Oa 23, 1995) [hereinafter ATBTNaa-Dominrat Oddl. SOc 
& Darg Abnhnn, FCC Frro ATBT from Some R&c- 
danr. WASH. TIXX, oct. 13,1995. at BB; Ruling Makes F~IMC 
Riv+ Kemp: S.F. E x u w n ,  Oa 13, 1995. at El. 

1 
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feci market prices.' Specifically, firms with signifi- 
cant marker power were to be classified as 
"dominant." while firms without such power were to 
bc classified as "nondominant." Of particular impor- 
:ance, considerably more regulatory oversight and 
controls were imposed on any firms judged to be 
"dominani."' 

When the FCC adopted this "dominant firm" sys- 
tem of regulation, ATBT was one of a very small 
number of long-distance firms competing in the 
United Stater. It supplied over ninety pacent of the 
long-dinance d c ,  owned or operated nearly 100 
perant of the transmission faalities used to cany 
long-distance d l s ,  and enjoyed a unique dialing ad- 
vantage over other long-distance competitors. Most 
importantly, in 1980, AT&T maintained control 
over the local exchange bottleneck facilities through 
which vinually all long-distance c a l l s  pass. In light 
of thew market conditions, the FCC chose to classify 
.4TBT as a dominant firm and put in place a r e p -  
lator). apparatus designed to control the exercise of 
ATBTs perceived market power. 

Tday's long-distance market is vastly different 
from that of fifteen y e a n  ago. The 1984 divestiture 
of the Bell operating companies eliminated AT&T's 
m n d  of local exchange bonlencck facilities.' 
ATBT is now one of over 450 interexchange compa- 
nies ning for the pamnage of long-distance custom- 
ers.' Moreover, as the number of competitors has 
grown AT&T's share of long-distanm transmission 

' 
' 

Gmpetidve Curiu W i n g ,  Fira Repon and order. 
supn mu 1. 

T k  general policy ol applying diKuent replatoy mn- 
nnincr 10 h r  mmpeting within the m e  mar kc^ is known as 
"arymmcoic regulation" and h beM the subjm of some criti- 

or Anmcrruc RccvunoN mi Cowpmo~ Poucv 
ANN- (authwcd by John R. Hui+ (1984); David L. 
ILuamU, k John W. Mayo, Market Bucd R g u l a t i ~  d a 
Quw'-Monopoly: A Tnnritim P d i q  for T'emmmuniations, 
15 P a ' r  STUD J 395 (1987). -euic regulatory mnmh 
Over rbr "dominant" firm have eDndnued until very r r c ~ n t l y ,  
wen bdgh mdirional nte-of-mura regulation of ATBT was 
R P l d  by pria cap regulation in 1989. I n  re Poliaa and 
Rules Gmatning Rates for Dominrni curierr, Repon and Or- 
der rrd Second Funher Noo'oc. 4 FCC Rcd 2873 (1989). re- 

dmL k, FCC, OPP W O m G  PAPER 14, k P U C A l l 0 N S  

. .. mw 6 FCC Rob 665' (1991). remanded sub. mm. 
AT&T *. FCC. 974 F.2d 1351 (D.C. Cir. 1992). Thus. he 
chup 0 pria a p  regulation did & si& an endto &a- 
ric w n .  
k United Suta v. American Tel. k I d .  Corp.. 552 F. 

131 (D.D.C. 1982), f l d  sub rmm MaryLnd v. Univd 
WI U.S. 1001 (1983). m. CC. INDUSTRV ANNISIS DN.. T I L N ~  m T ~ E -  

m. CC. INDUSTRY ANALYSIS DIV.. FRU Doror- 

' 

' 
' pH- hvlo (1995) [ k i r u f t c r  T-Owr TRomrI. 

capacity has shrunk to some forty to forty-five per- 
cent? while its share of interstate minutes-of-use has 
fallen to fifty-eight percent.' Indeed, MCI, Sprint 
and LDDS/Wiltel now have sufficient capacity in  
place to absorb thirty-two percent of AT&T's re- 
maining share of the market within three months.' 
T h e  degree and intensity of rivalry among long-dis- 
tance fums also has i n d  mmmensurate with 
the growth of cornpetiton in the long-distana mar- 
ket. In 1994, a typical American household m e i v e d  
some 330 advertising contacts from long-distance 
companies.' T h e  result of this heightened rivalry has 
been falling prias, improved quality, and an ever- 
expanding choice of innovative long-distance tervim. 

Due to these changes in the long-distance market, 
the FCC has reclassified AT&T as a nondominant 
carrier. This reclassification, however, does not com- 
plc~ely eradicate asymmetric regulation. Though the 
FCC declared that it was not the determinative con- 
sideration, AT&T has agmd to be bound by x v d  
residual controls which do not apply to its wmpcti- 
t0rs.I' For example, AT&T will provide a fifteen 
p M n t  discount to low-income mnsumers for a pe- 
riod of thm years." Other mnstraints were ncgoti- 
ated for low-volume residential customers and for 
800 directory assistance service." AT&T is also re- 
quired to notify the Commission five days in advana 
of residential rate increases above artain levels." In 
addition, the Commission declined to extend the non- 
dominant classification to AT&T's international ser- 

M a r C  U P D h T r  E N D  OF Y M  1993 (1994) [ h d d t u  FIB- 
DUUYMINT UPDATE]. ' FCC. CC, INDUSTRY ANNYSIS Div.. LONG DISTANCE 
Muvr Sman Frarr QUARTER 1995 Tbl. 3 (1995) [h&- - 
after MARKET Slurrr]. 

1 T.L. Brand a d.. An Undated Studv of ATBTS Comw-  
~ ~ ~~ 

i t m  Capaaty to A h ; b  Raiid D a n a n d ' G d ,  in .Ex PUre 
h u t i o n .  supn note 1. A n  B. 

Letter from C.L. Ward, ATBT, 10 William F. Caton. 
Aaing Smeury, FCC, in CC D h  Nos. 79-252, 93-197, and 
80-286 (Mar. 9, 1995), in Ex Pane k n u t i o n ,  supra note 1 ,  
A n  S. 

AT&T Non-Dominmr Order, rupn note 1, para. 37. 
ATkT ruggntcd thex "volunty." mmmitmentr in a xrio of 
cx w e  letters to h e  Commission. Scc Lntu from R. Gerard 
Sdrmme, V i e  President of Governmad AtTairS, ATBT, to 
Kathleen M.H. W+urmn. Chid, Common Carrier Buruu, 
FCC. in CC D h  No. 79-252 (Srpr 21, 1995); h e r  fran R. 
Guard Salcmme, V.P..Gov. Main, ATBT, IO h t h l a n  M.H. 
Wallnun, Chid, CC. FCC, in CC D k  No. 79.252 (oh 5. 
1995). '' ATBT N w - D o m i m i  older, supn now 1. par& 84. 
" For cumple, low-volume residential cuumu~ will have 

a guaranteed nte, rl at thm dollan per month for the hra 20 
miauui d d i a  du- the hnt yur .  Id p.n 85. 

" 

' I  Id. pan. 86. 
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v i m “  Further, fifteen state regulatory commissions 
still continue to employ asymmetric regulation of 
intrastate long-distance ca1ling.l’ Thus, while it 
appears that asymmetric regulation of AT&T has 
ended, in fact it has not quite yet. 

In light of these developments, it is appropriate, if 
not long overdue, to examine the issue of whether 
AT&T should continue to be subjected to any form 
of asymmetric regulation by the FCC or state regu- 
latory commissions. Our purpose, then, is to &ne 
whether ATBT has market power in today’s market 
and whether any economic rationale udns for regu- 
lating ATBT’s services diffventially from its com- 
petitors. This examination is greatly faalitated by 
the publication of several empirical studies of the 
postdivestiture long-distance market and by a 
wealth of evidence that has acsumulated at the state 
levcl over the past decade as individual state regula- 
tory commissions have introduced more relaxed reg- 
ulation and eliminated asymmetric regulatory poli- 
cia In thh article, we will draw heavily upon both 
of these important SOUTCCS of information. 

Our approach is thm-pronged. Fim, relying on 
the conventional tools of indumial organization/an- 
tiuust analysis, we assess whether AT&T has SI&- 

dmt unilateral market power to warrant its contin- 
ued classification as “dominant.” Second, we review 
a complementary body of dim and indirect unpin- 
cal evidence pertaining to the question of AT&T’s 
market power. Finally, we d n e  a sa of miscella- 
neous “competitive” issues that surround the ques- 
tion of “dominance.” These issues initially arose at 
the state level and, for the most pan, were resolved 
as many states have now moved to end asymmetric 
regulation in their long-distance markets. 

On the basis of this analysis, as well as the other 
evidence examined herein, t h i s  paper concludes that 
AT&T does not p o s x s s  the control over priang or 
competitors that initially gave rise to its classification 
as a “dominant” carrier. As a result, neither con- 
sumers nor the tax-paying public are well served by 
the perpetuation of asymmetric dominant firm ‘gu- 

lation of AT&T. Specifically, an examination of 
standard market power criteria used in antitrust 
analyses provides compelling evidena that A T & T  
does not possess significant market power but, 
rather, faas  effective competition from both existing 
and potential competitors. Moreover, an abundant 
amount of evidena drawn from other independent 
analyses of this market, as well as state and federal 
experimentation with relaxed regulation, provide 
further corroboration that A T & T  f a a s  effective 
competition. Finally, an examination of several am- 
iliary issues that have periodically s u r f a d  regard- 
ing the merits of relaxed regulation r t v e a l  that the 
regulatory commissions can safely and confidently 
remove the dominant firm regulation governing 
AT&T. 

XI. THE ECONOMIC RATIONALE FOR 
TRADITIONAL REGULATION AND THE 
CRITERIA FOR RELAXED REGULATION 

The entire pon-divestiture period has been char- 
acterized by asymmetric regulation of A T & T  at the 
federal level, on the grounds that it is “dominant.” 
AU other interexchange carriers are classified as 
“nondominant”l* In order for the FCC (or any reg- 
ulatory agency) to enablish and maintain the “domi- 
nant” classification of a firm, it is necessary first to 
define what is meant by this term. Economically, a 
firm is considered to be dominant if it possascs sig- 
nificant monopoly power.” Alternatively, a 
nondominant firm can be said to be subject to effcc- 
tive competition. 

This economic definition is entirely consistent with 
the regulatory definition of dominance first adopted 
by the FCC in 1980 in the Competitive Carrier Pro- 
d i n g .  The FCC stated that a dominant firm is one 
with “substantial opportunity and inantive to subsi- 
dize the rates for more competitive rervias with rev- 
enues obtained from its monopoly or near-monopoly 
sewict~.”~* The order further said that a nondomi- 
nant firm is one without suffiaent market power to 

Ruler and Regulations of ATkT by Juridiction). Of thae 
states, only thm continue IO regulate ATkT’r earnings. Id. 
Thus, whik 32 stat5 haw J r u d y  implmmted plmmcCric m- 
ulrtion without urningr wnswain~s, AT&T is mill hampcred in 
rubstlntial ponionr or the awntry. Id. 
” Com@tive Curia Promding. F i m  Repon and M U ,  

s u p  note 1. para 27. ’’ Sec p m U y  F.M. SCHZUR INDUSITILU M u r ~ r r  

“ h ~ t i w C u r i c r F % a x d l n  ‘ g. F h  Repon md Mu. 
s u p  note 1 ,  pan. IS (emphuir added). ’I~Ic Commuu ‘on a b  
noted thrt I arrier warld bt dasaifid u “dominant if it has 

STRUCTURE AND b N 0 N l C  hUORNANCr (2d cd. 1980). 
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"susain pries either unreasonably above or below 
costs."" Thus.  the conapt of market power provides 
the mrnerstonc of the FCC's classification system. 

T h e  question then, is how to determine whether a 
firm possesses a significant amount of market 
powr." A prerequisite to analyzing market power 
is to define the relevant market for the firm's product 
or products. If markets are defined either too broadly 
or too narrowly, it is likely that the standard market 
power criteria will provide misleading information." 
The market definition process requires the delinea- 
tion of a set of boundaries in both geographic and 
product spam within which the market p r i a  is de- 
termined. A relevant market is a set of buyers and 
sellers whose purchase and production decisions es- 
tabliih the prim at which the product or xMct is 
sold. 

The mnomic criteria used to delineate market 
boundaries are built upon product and geographic 
submrutability on both the demand and supply sides 
of the market." In general, the greater the degree of 
supply-side or demand-side substitutability, the 
broader the relevant market." In the case of long- 
disarm telecommunications, the high degree of s u p  
ply-dde substitutability a m s s  servim indicates that 
the relevant product market induda all inter- 
e x h g e  toll xrvim. Firms currently providing any 
one d the toll xrvim (e.g., Marage Telephone Ser- 
via ("MTS")) could very easily begin to provide 
other toll services (e.g., Wide Area Telephone Ser- 
via f"WATS")). Thus, the relevant product market 
to examine, and upon which to base policy, is the set 
of all interexchange servim." 

Similarly, the high degree of substitutability of 
vendors across geographic regions indicates that, as 
acknowledged by the FCC, the relevant geographic 
markn encompasses the enure United Scats." This 
determination is underscored by the fact that inter- 
exchange carriers with a point-of-presence (''POP'') 

in any local a-ss transport area ("LATA") may 
supply originating service to any end office in that 
LATA by ordering access from the local exchange 
company. Accordingly, market coverage wends 
a- both urban and rural areas, all of which arc 
accessible simply by purchasing local exchange mm- 
p y  access. Application of the standard economic 
criteria used to delineate market boundaries leads to 
the conclusion that the relevant market is all inter- 
exchange services sold in the United States. 

This hnding is unremely important for regulatory 
purpoxs. Where regulatory policy is founded upon 
the intensity of competition within the regulated 
firm's market or markets, determination of the cor- 
red market boundaries becomes crucial for two M- 
sons. First, as noted above, market definition is a 
prequisite to an accurate evaluation of market 
power. An inaccurate conclusion regarding market 
power is likely to result if an inaccurate market defi- 
nition is employed. E m n g  in the direction of defin- 
ing the market too narrowly generally tends to bias 
the analysis toward a finding of significant market 
power. An overly n m w  market definition can re- 
d t  in an unwarranted conclusion that substantial 
market power is present. 

Second, whether the regulated firm operates 
within a single market or multiple markets deter- 
mina whether regulatory constraints should apply to 
the firm's overall operations or be tailored to those 
s u b  of the firm's outputs that constitute separate 
markets. Where the firm sells its output within a 
single overall product market, a policy that applies 
diKerent regulatory policies to different s u v i a s  
within that market can have serious adverse conse- 
quenas. Specifically, regulating one p a n  of a market 
diflvently from other pans of the same market can 
dinon market signals and create opponunider for 
strdtegic and ineffiaent UKS of regulatory authority 
by compctitorr." 

market power b e .  power to mnvol pria)." Id. para. 26. 
" Id - This qumion, of mum. has a long tradition in the ea- 

nomia d antiuun For a mow detailed discussion of the em. 
n o m a  d monopoly powa and eficcriw competition yc DAVID 
L -AN k JOHN W. MAYO. C0vramm-r AND Busi- 

(1995). 
" Akhough the market delinition iuuc is one that an l a d  

IO crrm in rmrtct power d y d s ,  it is m n q t d l y  ponibie w 
OT in fk nurkn dehnition uui+ and n i U  perform an cvdua- 
urn d uurkn p a  that yields coma out- Sec William 
M. kDda k Ridurd A Pmer, Mukn Powa in huvun 
clrcs 94 Hmv L h. 931 (1981). As a paid nun, 
horea, me u far m o ~ r  likely to get the cmwmia right if JK 

NUS TKI !kONOUKS OF ANlTIRUST AND b 3 J l . A T I O N  Ch. 4 

mulrct is m d y  defined. 
.I For a more detailed discussion 01 the markct definition 

uerdv see KASUU~API br MAYO, supra note 20, at 111-16. 
.I k u r e  subxituubiliry on dtha side of the w k e t  will 

dgni6antly intluena the pria that is established, market 
tumduica arc dnermined by the g M t a t  dcgra of rub 
ldrutlbiliy f a d  - whether it i8 on the demand side or the 
supply side of the w k n  

Fw YI example of the wide acapuna of this b m d  pmd- 
ua mutb definition ue Compt i t ive  Carrier Rofccding, 
Founb R e p ~ n  Md Order, s u p  ~ x e  1. para. I 3  (stating that 
"inmxatr, domatic inurexchmge ulemmmuniotions xrvioa 
mmpi+ tbc relevant product market"). - Id 

For t discussion on the $trategic UK or mduun oDnmns 
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Once the relevant market has been determined, 
t h m  fundamental factors are typically used to eval- 
uate the extent to which any given firm in that mar- 
ket is subjm to effective cornpetition: the supply re- 
sponsiveness (or elastidry) of other firms, market 
demand characteristics, and market share character- 
istics. Indeed, both academic literature and public 
policy bodies have widely acknowledged the d e -  
vanm of these criteria in the assessment of market 
power." Information on these thm factors allows 
policymakers to reach informed judgments regarding 
the extent of competition in the market. As competi- 
tion emerges, the need for traditional regulation 
wana and, where effmive compeution is found to 
exin, a complete elimination of dirm regulation is 
warranted." In the paragraphs that follow, we 
briefly examine the role each of there economic char- 
acteristics plays in determining whether a firm pos- 
xacs significant market power. 

First, consider the role of the supply elastiaty of 
competing firms. Any fmn contemplating a price in- 
crrax above the competitive level must consider the 
extent to which such an increase will encourage in- 
CreaKd AM by its competitors. Business lost to thex 
other firms will exert downward pressure on market 
price, thereby rcduang (or, in some cases, completely 
eliminating or even reversing) the potential gains 
from the contemplated price increase. Thus, in a 
market where other firms can promptly meet cus- 
tomer demand by expanding their service availability 
in response to a competitor's price increase, every 
firm faas  effective competition because any attempt 
to increase price to supra-competitive levels will be 
defeated by a substantial loss of sales to competitors. 

Just as a firm must consider the supply response 
of firms already in the market, it must also consider 
the response of firms that are not currently providing 
xrvia to this market but which could begin serving 
it if additional profit incentives were created by an 
inorase in the market price." Incumbent producers 
must recognize the response of potential competitors 
as well as current competitors in evaluating their 
ability to raise pr im.  As a result, in Situations 

where new firms can readily enter the market and 
capture des,  other firms' supply responsiveness to 
pr ia  changes may be quite high even if there is a 
limited number of firms currently serving the mar- 
k m W  Incumbent suppliers still face effective compe- 
tition in this situation because any  attempt to raise 
p r i m  above the competitive level will result in the 
entry of additional firms with a corresponding in- 
crease in supply. Thus, an assessment of entry and 
expansion conditions in the relevant market is a crit- 
ical pan of the overall assessment of competition in a 
market. 

Second, market demand characteristics play an 
important role in determining the market power of a 
firm. At the most basic level, the prim elastiaty of 
total market demand affects the extent of any firm's 
market power. Specifically, the more elastic the mar- 
ket demand, the more consumers view other goods 
and suvim (or reduced purchases of the service in 
question) as viable alternatives. As a result, a highly 
elastic market demand will limit substantially the 
extent of any firm's market power. Attempts to in- 
crease pr ia  will result in significant losses in sala ac 
mnsumar switch to substitute goods or servim or 
simply purchase fewer units. 
In addition to market demand elastiaty, thm 

other characteristics of demand help to determine 
whether a given fum pouesoes market power: mar- 
ket growth, the distribution of demand, and the will- 
ingness of consumers to switch suppliers. Fim, 
atmi paribus, growing markets are more likely to 
attract entry than stagnant or declining markets." 
Market growth reduces the likelihood of firm fail- 
ures, and in turn lessens potential entrants' vulnera- 
bility. The heightened threat of entry and expansion 
in rapidly growing markets thus acts to restrict in- 
cumbent firms' ability to raise prices to above-com- 

Next, in markets with a highly skewed demand 
distribution (is., a small proportion of customers ac- 
counts for a large portion of total dunand), fvms 
with high market shares have fewer OpportUnitieS to 
engage in supra-competitive pricing, because the rel- 

petitive levels." 

IO hmpa mmpctidvc market pracua vc William J. Baumol 
k Jmux A Ordover. Use of Antitrun IO Sub- Cmn~'c ion,  
28 J L. k EDON. 247, 257-58 (1985). 

S a ,  cg., k n d a  k Paner, mpn nou 21. at 938-63; 
S i  K. Iwa i ,  David L. Kucmun & John W. M a p .  Ir the 
Domin~t Firm Dominant? An Empirical Andydr d ATBTI 
Muta P w u .  - J. L. & FLON. (fonhmming 1996). S a  dm 
In R RNidoar to Pria Cap Rula  fa AThT Corp. Rcpon 
and @der, 10 FCC Red 3009, pan 16 (1995) [hemidm 
AT&T Pria Cap Odd (applying th- nmc criteria IO the 
cudauumual . long-di- tavim). 

" 
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ativelv few customers that account for a large share 
of the business being generated have a m n g  incen- 
tive to seek out alternative suppliers if their current 
probider raises pricts.” The fear of losing a signifi- 
m. amount of business drives firms to charge com- 
petitive prices to these large customers, who, them- 
selva may become competitors through d e .  
Similarly, a relatively skewed demand sends impor- 
mt zignals to the various mmpetitors that rapid 
market share gains (lorsa) are possible through effi- 
den: (inefficient) performance and pricing. This 
heightened vulnerability d u c e s  incumbent firms’ 
market power and lowers the likelihood that they 
would exercise any residual market power they 
might possess. 

Tbe willingness or reluctance of consumers to 
switd, vendors of a good or servia is also a funda- 
mend consideration in analyzing a firm’s ability to 
raix pries  to supra-competitive levcls. When a 
&en firm’s customers are relatively unwilling or 
unable to switch suppliers r c g d c u  of pria,  the 
fum in question has more latitude to raise price to 
the detriment of consumers. Alternatively, if mnsum- 
us art willing and able to switch vendors, a firm 
will have considerably less latitude to u n i l a f d y  
raise prias above competitive levels. 

The third set of criteria traditionally used to ex- 
amine market power molve around market share. 
Cercrir pm’bus, a h with a large market share 
could, by withholding some given portion of its out- 
put from the market, have a larger impaa on total 
market supply and, hena ,  pria than a firm with a 
small market share.” The measurement and inter- 
pretation of market share for the interexchange in- 
dum), however, must be approached with caution. 
The level and time path of AT&Ts market share 
rcflcc not only normal marketplaa developments 
but also the fact that AT&T was “endowed” with a 
very high market share at the rime of the divesti- 

For anpiriul oidenoc h i  buya  mnrmrntion m& to 
pmrmr more mmpctitiw prim ICC S t m n  H. Lungurm, The 
hFma of Buyer ConmmLion irr Manufauu.-ing lndumiu, 57 
REV  ICON^ k STAT. 125 (1975); Peter R Cowley, Eudnar 
M u s i . .  and Buyer/Scller Power, 68 RN. €CON k STAT. 333 
(19861 * Whether such withholding of supply by a N e  h will 
tun a significant e f f m  on w k a  pria also dcpcn& u p  the 
mhu dnMlinanu of uwka power dirupcd in this sation, 
such o the supply mpanoc d aba rUmr. 

This “endowment” d a ly market Lure did m , how- 
eu. IDM that ATkT w u  “mdmtd“ wih +fieam market 
po+cr. Indeed, Judge Grrme. rho  OYQYW the divcainur of 
AThf, concluded that: 

I o h  AT&T is divated d tbe locll Opewing CQlP- 

- 

w e . =  That endowment, however, did not ensure 
that AT&T would have monopoly control over the 
supply of long-distance serviw. Thus, the informa- 
tion that, in some cases, might be contained in a 
market share number at a specific point in time is 
diluted substantidy by the fan that AT&T began 
the post-divestiture period with an inherited high 
share. The competitive significance of a market share 
number, however, SUN from a firm’s ability (or 
lack thereof) to ma a given market share in the 
wake of an attempt to rair prim to above-mmpeti- 
tive levels.” Firms whose market share dedines over 
time in a market with stable (or falling) p r i m  are 
very unlikely to have significant market power. 

In this context, the presence of a high market 
share at a given point in time provides vi~ual ly  no 
information on the incumbent firm‘s vulnerability to 
market share losses. Accordingly, any analysis of 
market share should examine the dynamic path of a 
firm’s market share over time. Whm the analysis 
reveals substantial market s h  losoes, the observed 
vulnerability indicates significant limits on the firm’s 
market power, regardless of the current level of its 
(statically-measured) market rhaK This is particu- 
larly true if significant pr ia  inoraur have not oc- 
curred. If the hrm’s market share has been vulnera- 
ble in the absence of substantial p r ia  increata, then 
it is ucuunely unlikely that the h will be able to 
sustain its share in the prrseace of a significant price 
inatase. The ability to maintain market share in the 
presence of a significant p r i a  inorase is a true mea- 
sure of market power. 

Further, although minuter-of-ux and revenue- 
based market share statistics arc more readily availa- 
ble, in the case of the long-distance services market it 
is more meaningful to review market share measures 
based on the relative amount of transmission capaci- 
ties held by intnuchangc fums. Capacity-based 
market share figures, combined with information on 

niu, it will be unable atha w subddizc the pnm of its 
intauchange &a with mmuu from Id udungc 
rervim or to shift ODN fm compa’tivc intauchinge 
K M ~  . . . [wjith the rcmovd of rhcw barriers to mmp- 
tiriw, ATBT should be unable w engage in monopoly 
priang in any market. 
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customers’ willingness to switch suppliers,” meal 
whether existing firms can rapidly expand output or 
service availability in response to an attempted pr ia  
increase. Consequently, capaaty-based market 
share  are a more accurate indicator of the market’s 
ability to enfom competitive priang behavior.’ 

It is important to understand that a firm cannot 
hold significant market power unlas it has a large 
market share and other firms’ supply responsiveness 
is low. That is, either a low market share or a high 
responsiveness of other firms’ supply to pria 
changes means that the firm is facing effecdw com- 
petition. If market share is low, Significant market 
power cannot exist even if the rcsponsivencls of 
other firms’ supply to price changes is limited. Con- 
versely, where other fums’ supply is highly rrspon- 
sive to pr ia  changes, an individual fum cannot pos- 
~ f s  significant market power wen if it holds a very 
high share. 

The consequent need to examine both entry/ex- 
pansion conditions and market share charaneristics 
has been emphasized repeatedly by antitrust enfom- 
ment agencies.** State regulatory commissions also 
have rrcognized the imponana of enuy conditions 
and the corresponding need to look beyond market 
share figurer in evaluating the intensity of competi- 

tion. For example, the Virginia State Corporation 
Commission substantially reduced its regulation of 
interexchange carriers in 1984, reasoning that “the 
threat of competition is, in itself, a potent check on a 
firm’s pricing pol iae~ . ’ ’~~  Additional state-level rec- 
ognition of the role of entry conditions in market 
power assesmeno is provided by the ongoing moni- 
toring process by the California Pubtic Utiiitio 
Commission of the inaaMtc interexchange market- 
place. Their most reccnt arsasment conduda that 
“[t lhw are no significant baniers to entry that 
would dmmragc companies from competing in the 
California Interexchange market, and there are no 

have c o d y  incorporated the role of entry condi- 
tions in their evaluations of market power. 

Totally specious conclusions may be reached if ea- 
try and expansion conditions are ignored and focus is 
placed solely on market share. It is neQfSary to look 
beyond market share.“ While market share is one of 
the economic determinants of market power, it can- 
not by itself demonstrate that a Fum has significant 
control over market price. The other economic deter- 
minants, such as entry conditions, must also be con- 
ducive to providing such control. 

barriers to exit.’Wl Thus, r m n y  state commiuiolu 

Conrwnvr’ high rillingnclr IO witch curicrr is ad- 

“Andlytidly, capaoty scum to bc the m m  choia. The 
power of the dominant firm is limited DOI by the LlllyLni iu 
mmptiton ye ~ m n t l y  manufacturing but by the ~ o u n t  they 
muld mufacture in m p n v  to the domimat firm’s pria in- 
crease.’’ Herben Hwmlump, hutrun hdy*r of Marker 
Power, w’th Somc lhughtr  About Regulated Induaria. in 
T-lrmnnCATlONS DrarcvunoN: M U  PO- AND 

CaSr W n o N  Isurr 7 (John R Allison & Dennis L. 

For example, the F d d  Trade Commission has N I ~  

i d m  at noio 5656 md acmmpanying IUR ” 

Thomas eds 1990). 

Ideally, if r e  muld measure all relevant danand a d  sup 
ply eknidtia, we mvld arrive ai datively p& &- 
m a t s  of &a power. Such n i d m q  however, is ruely,  
if ever, available ad is not d y  -@le IO dirca 
meWRmmL Thcrdore, other criurh must k utiliod 
The IQXI pmbrti‘ve criurh indude cnty hnim; -- 
mtim vendr (indudkg volatility of market shares); tech- 
nolcgieal d!angc; dermnd updr; and rmrka defmixim.. 
. ItPe h e  d mvy burim is perhap the mon impor- 
tant q d u t i v e  fa-, for if m q  barrim arc very bv it 

unlikely that muta power, whetha individually or 
d d l d d y  aerdxd, d prda for 1Dng. 

FIDCW TIMW &-ON. STATLMZNT Comnwmc 
~olnwu M Q G ~  T W ~  R ~ G .  M= m.m, .I 
20,902 (1993). 

Re S o u h T d  d V r ,  h, F i i  (;hda and -. 

62 PuR4th 245, 2% (1984). in  a dmilu vein. the W a  Vu- 
ginia Public savia Comrmuno ’ n - in 1986 that: 

We rulia that ATBT d m  c n p y  a large share of the 
interLATA toll markct; howncr. market share in and of 
iuelf is MY the only criteria to k mnsidvcd for regula- 
tory pvpovr I n d d  we consider ure of c n y ,  availabil- 
ity of cutornu choim and the pruena cd alternate Mi- 
e n  to bc morc imprunt f a a o n  

ID rt MCI Tdw- Cop. Cmeric M e r ,  75 PUR4tb 487, 
498 (1986). 

Cororuwcr DIV.. -IT ON 1992 CALISURNIA hna- 
D r 3 w N G L  (1995). 

Almoa a half a mnyr ago, Nobd huruu Paul .%mu- 
&on noted that: 

’ 

‘I C U  m. UTn k d N .  % & W ’ N .  h Y u 0 . Y  AND 

[the demand NM of any firm is qual to the demand 

maining Tymr. already in rhe indwty or ptcnd.uy 
therein. ?his king the clr. it is cuy IO show h t  under 
uniform constmi msu the &mami cwe for a hrm is hor- 
izonul ~e h q h  it produar 99.9 pcr ant of dl that is 
d d  . . . le)oDoomicdly if tbc firm were IO bgio t o d a  
output m u IO pin mowpdy pmht, it  would ouy IO rsc 
99.9 pcr a n t  d chc output or c v a  mphing 81 dl. &rue- 
qumdy, it would ID( a”rmp ID do I). but would W its 
mudmum .d- in bchrviq like a put mmpaiuu. 

PAUL A sunnuoW. Tnr F-nom or ECONOMIC 

cwe of the indusy minu tbc supply NM of the rc- 

ANALYSIS 79 (1947). 
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111. APPLICATION OF THE COMPETITIVE 

\'ICES MARKET 
CRITERIA TO T H E  INTEREXCHANGE SER- 

The variety of data now available from several 
diflercnt sources permits an informed assessment of 
the extent of competition in the interexchange mar- 
ker. A review of the data, in light of the criteria 
identified in Smion 11, above, leads to the conclusion 
that the interexchange market is effectively competi- 
tive." Neither AT&T nor a n y  other competitor in 
the interexchange market has suthaent market 
power to control price in a manner adverse to the 
public interest. Let us examine each of the criteria 
identified above. 

First, the available evidence unequivocally reveals 
that AT&T's competitors have a high responsiveness 
or elasticity of supply and that barriers to entry and 
orpansion in this market are very low. This condu- 
sion should not be surprising. The FCC and state 
regulatory bodies have liberally granted entry to 
long-distance firms, effectively eliminating all r e p -  
lawy barriers to entry. This liberalization of prior 
entry restrictions is vividly demonstrated by the 
number of firms that have entered t h i s  market. As 
shown in Figure 1, over 450 competitors were pro- 
v i d q  long-distance service in the United Statesu 
This Rood of new entry, especially in the face of rig- 
n i h t  price decreases, dearly demonmates that ec- 
onomic barriers to entiy into this market M ex- 
tremely low. Also, as seen in Figure 2, the total 
minutes-of-use reponed by the non-AT&T long-dis- 
tance competitors for interstate services has grown at 
an annual average rate of roughly twenty percent for 
the 1984-1994 period.'6 Thus, as new firms have en- 
t d  this market, they have been able to expand 
their output (sales) rapidly. Another imponant fac- 
tor in determining new firms' ability to expand out- 

put (the elasticity of their supply) is the distribution 
of transmission capacity in the interexchange market. 
If existing firms' output were capacity-constrained, 
their ability to defeat an attempted AT&T p r i a  in- 
aeax could k limited. If competitors have abundant 
capacity, however, both their ability and willingness 
to lure away customers and expand output is height- 
ened, especially if consumers demonstrate a willing- 
ness to u t i h  their services. 

Data collected by the FCC and other studies indi- 
cate that the capacity available for the transmission 
of long-distance M c  is abundant." First, capaoty 
expansion in this market has becn rapid and signifi- 
cant. As shown in Figurc 3, ATBTs ampetitom 
have aggrssively built fiber-optic transmission a- 
paaty, and collectively they now o m  mom activated 
capacity than AT&T." It is also generally admowl- 
edged that the large gap between activated fiber ca- 
pacity and the potential capacity of the networks 
now in place creates a huge rrserve of additional ca- 
pacity that could rapidly and inexpensively be 
brought on-line should any firm in the market at- 
tempt to price anticompetitively. Moreover, the dis- 
tribution d apaaty a m  scorer of interexchange 
carrim and "carrim' carriers" assures that no sin- 
gle firm can limit competition through exercise of 
"bottleneck" control of uanmision capacity. Thus, 
competing carrim' ability to rapidly expand output 
in this market at low marginal cost is unconstrained 
due to the widespread availability of abundant trans- 
mission capacity. 

By definition, where new firms have demonstrated 
their ability to enter a market and runrssfully cap 
ture market share over a protracted period of time, 
economic barriers to entry and expansion are low 
and, the responsiveness of their output to p r i a  i?r 
high." Many new firms have entered the inter- 
exchange market, built large amounts of capaaty, 
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provide3 a wide array of long-distance telecommuni- 
cations servim, and expanded their output rapidly. 
This cnuy and expansion has benefited consumers 
by enhancing customer choice, creating downward 
p m s w  on pries, and providing heightened incen- 
tives for new service innovations. In addition, the 
high supply elasticity demonstrated by this observed 
behavior assum the long-run viability of compnition 
in this market. 

Turning to the vcond set of market power deter- 
minants, virtually all of the fundamental demand 
facton identified in Section 11 also unequivocally 
point toward the presence of effective competition. 
For arunple, demand gmwth has been quite mong 
in the long-dinana market. Interexchange switched 
accxB minuter have grown nationally at an average 
rate d about ten perant annually since 1984.‘s This 
healthy gmwh rate has faalitated the emergence of 
new competitors, as entrepreneurs seck to gamer a 
shan of this burgeoning market.” Indeed, this mar- 
ket p w h  has undoubtedly contributed to the ob- 
s e d  enuy of hundreds of new firms into the inter- 
exdungc market. Moreover, the outlook for 
con&ued p w t h  in telmmmunications markets a p  
pears exallent. 

’Ibe distribution of demand also points toward the 
liidihood of vigorous competitive rivalry among the 
market partidpants. The dunand for long-distance 
callmg is highly skewed. For AT&T, fifty-thm per- 
cent of its midential customers a w u n t  for ninety- 
t h m  percent of long-distance revenues.‘’ This 
skewed danand distribution contributes to the vul- 
nerability of interexchange companies’ market 
shares. Any attempt by one interexchange company 
to n i x  pr im above competitive levels would provide 
sigaifrcant finanaal incentives for its largest and 
most profitable wtomers to switch carriers. 

Consumus’ willingness and ability to switch h s  

also clearly shows that no interexchange firm can 
manipulate the market price. Consumers’ ability to 
switch, of course, depends upon the M with which 
competing firms can reach customers seeking to util- 
ize their services. T h e  equal access conversion pro- 
cess, which is now virtually complete, has facilitated 
this capability to provide customers a ready choice of 
carriers. By the end of 1993, over ninety-seven per- 
cent of the nation’s telephone tines had been con- 
vened to q u a l  This conversion ensures that 
consumers have a readily available choice of a vari- 
ety of long-distance carriers. Indeed, a reant survey 
of available c h o i m  for “1 +” long-distance carriers 
found that midential customers typically have bc- 
tween ten and thirty long-distance farriers fmm 
which to choose.” Importantly, this comperitive 
choice is available to customers in urban, suburban, 
and rural areas. As a result, substantial competitive 
choice is now ubiquitous throughout the United 
States. In today’s environment, there is simply no 
substantial portion of the population without a rig- 
nificant choice of long-distance Carriers. 

Not only do cunsumers typically have a number of 
long-distance carriers from which to choose, but they 
also have demonstrated in droves that they arc will- 
ing to exercise that choice. Indeed, acmrding to in- 
dustry data, in 1994 midentid mstomers switched 
their long-distance carrier twenty-seven million 
times.” Taking “multiple switchers” into account, 
this represents carrier changes by over nineteen mil- 
lion customers in 1994, or about one in five house- 
holds. Based upon the most m e n t  data available, it 
appears that households will switch their long-dis- 
tance company roughly thirty million times in 
1995.- Moreover, it is important to note that it is 
not just high volume customers who switch to alter- 
native long distance carriers. Specifically, in 1994, 
over ten million A T & T  customers with average 

Im- path doe, DO( involve dc novo wnswaion of a fibcr 
opdr Uuumkion w o r k  but, nlhcr,  entry by leasing cxirdng 
Wty. .As new m m u  p w  and upand their mnomer ba- 
ss, a point u d e d  whuc it may b m e  ccowmicrl to wn- 
s-ua their om tnnrmission nerworh, depending on the prim 
ad mlilabiliry of l e a d  fadlitiu. Scwnd, r e g d a r  of any chc 
& ugumcnu repding barrim to envy, thc ovvwhclming 
rmrtCtplrp e v i d m  regarding aaud cnuy and upanlion belie 
du mIim tlut any significant barriers 10 envy md upanlion in 
du mccrruhng iodwtry udn For a mom wmplac discussion 
u David L €kunun & John W. Mayo. Long Dinurcr T d e  
~ u r t i a L i 0 n . c  &pecuUon# md R u l i p u o m  in rhc Pon-Di- * Paiod, h INcUrnvr R L C u u n o N  FOR h B U c  UTI!.. 
mcs 83 (Michael A. C m  cd., 1994). - . Murrr swun, s u p  w1c 7, Tbl. 1. 

SSS cg.. Clthcriac Arnn a d., Phone F~wuy:  Is 7hm 
A.prr wbo k ’ r  Wrnr To Be a Tdtama Player?, Bvr. 

Wr, Feb. 20, 1995, at 92-97. 
Sec Ex Pane Prpenution in S u p p n  d ATkTs MorioD 

for RdasificaUon as a Naodominurr Chrkr, in CC Dh. No. 
79-252 (Mu. 9 ,  1995) [haeinpltu M u .  9 Ex P m c  Ramp- 
tion] (chm labeled, “over half of Light Users mrrently Id1 be- 
low b d  even”). 

’’ 

” TELEPHONE T a r n ,  supra note 5 ,  Tbl. 12. 

Ex P u i c  RaUruUw in S u p p  dAT6T”s  MoriOn for 
Rda.sdiation LI a Non-Lkininant Carrim, in CC D h  No. 
79-252 (Feb. 8.1995) lhcreindtu Fe6. 8 €x Pane Arwnudaal 
(chm labeled “Comptidon - Customers’ F d o m  d Choia”). 
Sce dso H w ’ n # s  BJm the Senate Comm. on Commerce, Si- 
-, and TransporUrinn, 104th &-., In Sar. (Mu. 2 ,1995)  
(prrpved NtUIlalt  Of John W. M 8 p  at 3). 
” Lr P m e  Re+nuuon, supra 1, AIL I (dun labeled 

Kuennan & Mayo, supra now 48, at 92-93. 

T h e  Long Lhsmee Mlrtn”). 
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monthly usage of less than ten dollars per month 
switched carriers." Consequently, all consumers 
posvrs both the willingness and ability to switch k- 
tupccn long-distance firms. 
Turning last to the market share data, capacity- 

based estimates reveal that AT&T's current market 
sham is roughly between forty and forty-five per- 
cent." AT&T's competitors thus have more fikr o p  
tic capacity in place (measured by fiber-mila or 
route-miles) than ATdrT. As a consequence of pre- 
vailing capaaty and demand conditions, it has ban 
estimated that ATBT'r cornpetiton could immedi- 
ately absorb Iifteen percent of AT&Ts 1993 demand 
wilhout incurring any capital mu." Moreover, by 
u t i l i g  spare switch ports and existing tnnspon fa- 
alitia, it is enimated that ATdrTr competitors 
could absorb an additional seventern perunt of 
AT&T's 1993 traffic within three months.w Given 
the rapidly evolving M~WC of the elecvonio of 
switching and the commensurate in- in swiuh- 
ing capacity, it is dear that the capacity of any given 
carria can be expanded very rapidly by deploying 
newly available electronics. For example, relatively 
straightforward alterations in the electronics may 
boon several-fold the awage number of DS-3's per 
fikr pair anbodied in today's electronics." Thus, 
for plrpow of market power assessment, AT&T's 
capaaty-based market share muuurrment is aaually 
quire conservative*' ATBT's output-hxd 1994 
market share is somewhat higher, about fifty-eight 
pcmnt of all interstate minutes-of-use." While 
thest alternative measures indicate that AT&T is a 
mapr competitor in the interexchange scrvim mar- 
ket, they are not out of line with the market shares 
of other firms (e.g., Campbell Soup Company) 
which operate in unregulated environments.u 

Moreover, AT&T's market sham is not static. 
T h e  imporal panern of iu market share reveals that 
AT&T's servim are quite vulnerable to competitive 

attacks by rivals even in the absence of an attempted 
pria inneast. At the time of divestiture, AT&T sold 
the predominant share of interexchange services in 
the United States. Figure 4 m e a l s  that AT&T's 
minutes-of-use market share has declined almost 
continually throughout the post-divestiture period.- 
The fact that this dedine has occurred over an eleven 
year period in which AT&T's prices have fallen 
dramatically (over fifty percent in real terms)- 
dearly indicates that ATBT will be highly vulnera- 
ble to even larger market share losses if it should 
ever fail to offa quality scrvim at competitive 
p r im.  

Significantly, the aggregate trend of market h m  
dedina  masks an even more revealing vulnerability 
of AT&T's customer base. As noted above, the long- 
distance marketplace is characterized by a considera- 
ble amount of customer chum. In 1994, some 
twenty-seven million howholds switched long-dis- 
tance carriers." This widespread propensity of many 
customers to switch carriers reveals the vulnerability 
of every long-distance h n  to rapid market share 
erosion. AT&T's overall market sham trend reveals 
only the net effm of household switching. The  true 
vulnerability of AT&T to market share erosion is 
considerably greater than the net market sham ucnd 
shown in Figure 4 suggests. On a monthly basis, res- 
idential customen arc changing &as over two 
and a half million times. Given such demonsh-atcd 
willingness to change carriers, a single mis-step by 
AT&T could result in significant and dramatic sham 
loss. This vulnerability to competitors is similar for 
the business segment, where churn levels are some- 
what lower but revenue per customer is much 
higher. Such vulnerability dearly shows that the 
marketplace effectively disciplines AT&T's priang 
behavior.a' The principal condurion to be drawn 
from the declining market share and substantial cus- 
tomer churn data is that, regardless of the historical 

cntly uncnds well beyond the loper to MCI and Sprint. Indeed. 
reant data indicates that the mort npid growth in praubrcribcd 
ha in reant  periods hrr come from the Y) called "hid tier" 
unim -WAN k MAYO, supra note 20. 

WARD, supra m e  43, u 1 1 .  
See supra note 54 md aaumpmying tun. 

A T k T a  m a r k  d u m  louer M no1 due io the ability ol 
regulators w effepivdy rutrain some i m i e  a d v a n y  that 
ATbT might have wcrc it freed from mgdaiory controls. Mar- 
ket rhre dedimr have caurrcd ~ 0 1  only in aut6 where AT&T 
h u b e a i a s y l M m d  ' ly rrylrtcd (e.&. New York), but also in 

" 

auw mch u v i  in which the rcgul.lGq cummiaim hu 
e W d  uymmerric i-eguladca. scc m p  noto 4041 d w- 
mmp.nying t a t .  
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"dominana" of AT&T in the market, no firm today 
is immune to large market share swings if it were to 
attempt to charge non-competitive prices." 

In sum, the p m n a  of numerous competitors, the 
demonstrated vulnerability of AT&T's market share, 
the widespread availability of transmission capaaty, 
the minimal amount of economic barriers to entry, 
and the fundamentally pro-competitive demand con- 
didons in the interexchange market dearly demon- 
m u e  the p-a of effective competition. More- 
over, several factors indicate that this competition 
exists not just at the aggregate level, but also for 
~ a y  toll &a and each geographic area within 
tbc country. As pointed out in Smion 11, the degm 
d competition is only meaningful when discussed 
with =pea to "the relevant market." In this case, 
the relevant market indudes all interexchange toll 
rarrim sold in the United States." Thus, the finding 
of effective competition in the relevant market nem-  
siutes the conclusion that such competition exists for 
cad xrvia and geographic area within that marka  
Therefore, AT&T faas  competitors in every geo- 
graphic area within the United States and for wcry 
tdl tuvice it ~Eei-s.'~ 

IV. C O M P E T I T I O N  I N  THE I N T E R -  
EXCHANGE MARKET OTHER EMPIRICAL 
EVIDENCE 

The foregoing analysis provides clear evidence 
that the intemchange market is subject to effective 
mnpetition. Corroborating evidence of such competi- 

- In &is mntut. it is important to note that any upliot 
M c  policy li- bawecn A T k T s  market share and the re- 
uanl d thc "dominant" labcl and asymmetric replation would 
 NU ury pm +cy. Indeed. a policy that pmiiatcl an 
ad w uymmmic qdation on A T k T s  market share falling 
Mov ym rpodh chrrthold rcduas 111 firms' propensities to 
ampew- ATkT would, &a such a policy, bc mmuragcd w 
drain fmn 'ggcrdn mmpctition in ordn to d l a  iu market 
dnn w fall bclor thc thrahold level. It could do this, for in- 
purs by raking prim. refusing to oKa new UrVi-, or d- 
bmng quality w fall. At the u m e  rime, the fymr anemp6ng to 
pdmg rgulatim d ATkT would faa an incentive not to ap 
w w much marka share, so u to deny the "dominant" lum 
qulawry freedoms IO fully and f m l y  compete for O I N ~ C K '  
puonagc Thus, under a "marka share h h o l d "  policy, if 
ampaim ~ c F e e d  in anncting Nnomen away fmm ATkT, 
rlr "myd" U thc dacgulation of ATkT. In lhi &, the 
cmirc ampainn pmarr U put in revax. A m n ~  is crrrted 

ID ~ct I& an m in the worn p a t o m a  This is the funda. 
rmvl ream rhu &e f e d d  andmu authorities have mr a- 
pblirbed aaingulu fcaa oo market h r e o r  u u t c d  any &a 
h u e  lbrabdd M for thc crinena of significant mompoly 
m. 

tion stuns from two additional sources that we 
briefly review in this section. First, although it was 
possible in the immediate wake of the divestiture to 
argue (largely on conceptual grounds) that AT&T 
had very little marka power, we now have had over 
ten years of actual marketplace experience on which 
to base this conclusion. Numerous states have exper- 
imented with relaxed and, in many cases, symmetric 
regulation of intautchange carriers. Sccond, the 
FCC has substantially relaxed its regulation of inter- 
state business services. Such experimentation pro- 
vides a natural opportunity to observe AT&Ts mar- 
ket behavior in a less rningent t qda toq  
environment and offers empirical evidence of 
AT&T's lack of market power. In addition, the pas- 
sage of time and the advancement of empirical in- 
dustrial organization methodologies since the divati- 
ture have now a-tated the opportunity to formally 
(econometrically) ten the hypothesis that AT&T re- 
t a i n s  significant monopoly power. Spedfidy,  it has 
betome possible to estimate directly the degree of 
market power held by AT&T. In the thm subsec- 
tions that follow, we briefly describe the results of 
thex two types of studies. 

A. Relaxed Regulation: The State Evidence 

Beginning with the V i a  State Corporation 
Commission's decision in late 1984 to grant full pric- 
ing flexibility to all long-distance firms, including 
AT&T," the vast majority of states now have re- 
laxed regulation of intrastate interLATA toll service 

" 
'* 

See supra nota 24-26 a d  acc~mpmying IUL 
As noted above, ow 97% or all Id exchange a c D 0  linea 

in the United S u t a  have now ken mnvmed to qual acax.  
ensuring dialing and technical intamnnection parity between 
ATkT and iu mmpetitors in virtually e v q  geographic h w a  
in the United Sura. TELEPHONE T-, s u p  nae 5, Tbl. 
12. Even the tiny fnction of customers without cqvll arc 
pmtmcd from marka power by the practia d p g n p h i u l t y  
uniform pridng. "lis pracdce assures h a t  the price of a long- 
diaana d is the y m e  rcgydlas of whnha the origination 
and tamination locations are urhn or rural. equal acax or 
n o n q d  a m u .  B e a u x  mmpetition is pervuivt in qd a c a x  
areas with (rypidly)  b m c c n  I5 and 30 long dma carriers. 
nonqud a m u  11w arc dsa assured mmpctitive pricing. 
Kumn+n k Mayo, wpn note 48, at 92-93. M o m a ,  ew in 
UUI when qual  acax is not y e  implemented, it is routine for 
long-diaance mstomers to be r e d  by swad inr-dungt 
carriers See, e#., In IT PSC'r Invatigation of the Rgulrtory 
Surw of Other Cmunon Curias md Contanplated R u l d -  
in& MOKTANA RRUC S r n n f f  COUU'N, Dh. No. 94.2.8. 
( D i m  T a t h o n y  d John W. Mayo)@mc 10. 1994). 
" see w p  Dolc 40 M d  Imompulying tut. 
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to varying degrees.” As a result, it has become in- 
creasingly possible to examine empirically the cumu- 
lative evidenn regarding the effects of such policies 
and to make informed judgments about the likely 
impacts of a further rehadon of regulatory con- 
uols. This type of evidena is extremely important in 
public policy p r d i n p ,  because parties opposed to 
relaxed regulation of AT&T have often argued that 
such a policy would lead to various SORI of undesir- 
able consequences.” For instance, some partier have 
predicted that AT&T would UM its newfound pric- 
ing fmdom to charge monopoly prices, including 
differentiating between tvms offered in contract tar- 
iffs for end users and those for d v s  of telecom- 
munications service to disadvantage its competi- 
tors.“ Others fear that relaxed e a t i o n  would 
lead to predatory pricing, cross-subsidization, or re- 
dunions in universal xMce.” Given t h w  predic- 
tions, it  is informative to look at the experience with 
reduced regulation of AT&T. If these feared conx- 
qucnas have not emerged under reduced regulation, 
the predictions lose their ucdibility. 

The available evidence strongly indicates that con- 
sumers have benefited substantially from d u c e d  
regulation. Indeed, indumy pvformance has im- 
proved markedly with the relaxation of regulatory 
controls. It is of spnific interest to replatory com- 
missions’ NITent and ongoing deliberations that no 
evidence exists that in those state jurisdictions w h m  
policies of continued asymmetric @adon remain 
that competitive performance in the interexchange 
market has in any way improved. In fact, the availa- 

ble evidena strongly suggests that such regulation 
has actually caused consumers to pay higher prim. 

This conclusion is supported by several studies. 
For example, one study of the effects of regulation 
and competition on the prices of ATBT’s intrastate 
toll rates found that “[tlhe p r i a  of A T & T  was 
found to be lower in stater with priang flexibility 
than in states where AT&T was operating under 
rate of return regulation . . . (hJowever, the price of 
AT&T service was lowest in states with complete 
deregulation.’“ This study is congruent with an 
earlier study by statT economists at the Fedcral 
Trade Commission (“FTC”) in which the authon 
concluded, “(t)he results of this analysis suggest that 
A T & T r  daytime, ewning, nighttime and weekend 
r a t a  M significantly lower in states that allow pric- 
ing flexibility than in states that use rate-of-rrmm 

Indeed, the study indicates that the 
price of a five-minute daytime intrastate toll call 
was, on average, 7.2 p c m t  lower in states that al- 
low AT&T increased pricing flexibility.’* 

Together, these studies rejm the hypothesis that 
anticompetitive priang has occurred under relaxed 
regulatory polities and allay a n y  fears of price esca- 
lation after regulation is relaxed. Indeed, the results 
demonstrate that relured regulation is pro-competi- 
tive, and generally leads to significant price d u c -  
tions. The m u l u  also provide compelling evidence 
that AT&T lacks significant market power. If 
AT&T had such power, relaxed regulation should 
have led to higher (not lower) prim.” 

Assessing whether any states have deemed it nec- 

See supra note IS. 
David L. K a x n n  k John W. Mayo. me Ghonr d 

Denylated Telnwnmunic.tionr A0 Essay by &xordru, 6 J. 
POL? ANALUSIS MGMT. 84, 85 (1986); Kuarmn & Mayo, 
Laog Dis~anrr Td-unicrtibnc h l i ~  R~tiodiry M Hold, 
sup? notc 43, at 21-25 

Commcnu of thc TdeeDmmvniatioru R d e n  Ao’a w 
rbe Ex Pane Pracnunon in Suppon of AThT3 Morion for 
Rcdusificauon as a Non-Doninant Curia, at App. 1 uunc 9, 
1993). 
” MCI Tclnommuniationr Capontion h.r argued that it 

is prmuturc 10 classify ATkT II r,owlominant beclvv it si l l  
hu submndal market hut, domuma in market vgmenu 
ramingly “immunc to the intmductioll of cKePiw mmpdtion,” 
and holds key paicnu for fundammul relemmmuniadolu sys- 
mn% Cornmenu of MCI Tel. Carp. ID thc EX P a m  Praenu- 
rim in S u p p n  of AT&Tr Modm for Redadution u a 
Noo-Dominant Carrier p s i m  (Jurv 9,1995). MCI  baed 
&at IIK FCC ahodd at kan rtakr, imponrm ‘Yrurket rule” 
to msurc th.1 AT&T dar DO( 14 iu ICSJ oblipkau Id. ai 
7-21. Fwr of the Rcgiorul B.4 Op-ating compllua have u- 
gud dut the major kq d i ~ ~ c r  rekphme mmpvlier have er- 

incrux prim on one loaher’r lad. Funhs Oppaidon of &I1 
UbWKd a ampntivc grkiq FelKrn in wh*h thy gawnlly 

~ ~~~~ ~~ 

Atlantic, BellSouth, Pa& Telcsir, and SBC Communications 
to the Motion for Redassiliation of ATBT as a Nondomiornt 
Carria Uunc 9,1995) [haciruhv RBOC Cornmenu]. See da 
William E. Taylor k J. Doughs ZOM, Aollysi~ d the S a w  of 
Cmnpdtion in L a q  Dcruocr Telephone Markets (1995). in 
RBOC Cornmenu, A h  E. 

MCUI of Re&- 
tion urd compdrioa M the fie d ATBT Inpuure Tde 
phMe 2 J. h. W N .  363, 372 (1990). 

Alan D. Mathia k Robm P. Rogers, me hpa dAl- 
ternatire F m  of Sure Rgulation ofAT&T M Dim-Did ,  
Long D i n m e  Telephone Rata, 20 RWD. J. WN. 437, 437 
(1989). 

Robcn I(rana k B m &  K h ,  

” Id.  at 4 7 .  “ Oat d y  Nchcs the condudon thrt ~ r t o r y  rmnipu- 
ladon of .can charges u s a d  to longdisunor &err. not 
cnmpdtion,  ha^ brm rapanablc for pria d a h 5  in the inta- 
uchlngt mutaplace. Scc William Taylor & Later D. Taylor, 
Partdivainuc Long-Disuna crmpdrioll in rhc United Suta, 
83 h. h N .  Rrv. 185, 189 (1993). Thit mndudon. u r+ll u 

however, rubjra w raiGv dcbtte See, ec.. h a  fmm E. E 
h e y .  Rcgulamy V.P.. AThT, w Willi.m F. Caton. Aniq 
Smcuy. FCC (Mu.  21. 1995), in Ex p y t e  Pmcnutim, 

the UIderIyiqdau and ~ c m b o d i o d  in Ihcrmdy. arc, 
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cssary to reverse reduced regulation policies in re- 
sponse to any performancc problems presents an- 
other perspective on the experience with relaxed 
regulation. Virtually all of the states that have im- 
plemented reduced regulation have retained their au- 
thority to reinstitute more stringent regulatory con- 
m l s  if the experience did not benefit consumers. 
Moreover, these states have continued to monitor va- 
rious aspects of market performance to detect 
whether any undesirable consequences have mat&- 
alizcd. An absence of reregulation clearly is indica- 
tive of competitive market performance. 
Hue again, the evidence is unequivocal. No state 

that has relaxed regulation has found it neceSSary to 
~ v m e  itself. Indeed, in the state with the longen 
uperiena with relaxed (and symmetric) regulation, 
the Virginia State Corporation Commission naA 
concluded that, “the information put forward h u e  
reflects well, overall, on the effects of dvegulation on 
AT&Ts pr im in Virginia.”L Similarly, in the state 
of Washington, where AT&T has been granted sub- 
stantial pricing flexibility with symmetric regulation, 
an examination of interexchange rates led the Wash- 
ington Utilities and Transportation Commission to 
conclude that “the competitive marketplace is 
working.”” 

B. Relaxed Regulation: Business Servim 

The marketplace experience after the FCC’s re- 
laxation of regulation of AT&T’s business seMces 
in 1991 supplies additional evidence on the merits of 
relaxed regulation.a’ Competition for these services 
has flourished in the wake of the removal of pricing 
controls for AT&T. Moreover, while this competi- 

tion has been “messy” for individual competitors, 
with hundreds of promotional offerings and 
thousands of individual contract offerings, customers 
have benefited immensely. Nominal prices have de- 
clined by roughly fifteen percent, scores of new ser- 
vices have been introduced, and quality has im- 
proved.’’ This positive expuienct with the 
Commission’s removal of pricing controls for busi- 
ness services provides additional evidence that asym- 
metric regulation of interexchange services is simply 
u n n v  and is, in fact, harmful in today’s 
marketplace. 

In summary, the published literature, internal 
naff studies, and state and federal regulatory dcd- 
sions to main relaxed regulation poliaa all suppon 
the conclusion that effective mmpetition prevails in 
the interexchange market. This body of empirical w- 
idence doer not support continued asymmetric rep-  
lation of AT&T by either federal or state regulators 
under the “dominant” firm classification inherited 
from the pre-divestiture period. 

C. 
ket Power 

D i m  Econometric Estimates of AT&T’s Mar- 

In recent years, the advancunent of “new unpiri- 
cal industrial organization” techniques has provided 
the means in certain situations to examine the mar- 
ket power of individual firms directly.” At least two 
such studies of the interexchange industry have now 
been performed.’’ Both employ a variant of the 10- 
called residual demand estimation approach to gen- 
erate empirical estimates of the “Lerner index” for 
AT&T.” This index provides a direct measure of 
the degree of market power held by the firm.” Inter- 

r u p  note I .  A n  V (demonstrating that, whm properly calm- 
ked ,  ATBTr n t c  reductions uad uccu c b q c  reductionr 
that have been resulting from regulation). Thus, while amrr + dmqa have, without doubt, mnuibuted to the wolving 
rl of prices in the poa-divutiture era, the &on that reymuc 
d u c t i n u  UT dped by amrr chuge reductions is inmmct. 
Morrow, the nudin noted herein demonmate hat relaxed reg- 
ulation d AT&Ts toll 4- has had bmelicial eITm on 
prim after accwnting for amrr charge -. 

VA STATE Con?. COILM’N, Tm EFFECT or D ~ w v u -  
n o N  ON AThT Pumc m V m c m  AND A COWARLWN or 
ATkT FNCINC IN TEN STATES A c u m  THL UNITED S T A ~  
14 (1987). 

THE W m .  Urn AND h m  C o r n ,  THE STATUS 
OF nu WASHINGTON TUrooMINNlUnom ~NDUSTRY 52 
(rubmined IO the Wuhinpn Sutc Lqislaturq Jan. 27, 1989). 

The FCC alloved ATBT IO 0th mnuaa-hud ntu 
a d  m-1~8 d &a IO burinm cunomcn AT&T was required 
IO fie lbar nta and ~ ~ n d i t i o ~  with the cornminion d IO 
d e  rbrm p e r a l l y  available IO dl dmiluly m u t e d  custom- 

en, and such Klinp required 14 day node. In re Competition 
in the lnterrute ln tauc lnge  M&etpl.ce, Repon & Order, 6 
FCC Red. 5880,5901, m n .  in pan, 6 FCC Red. 7569 (1991). 
funher recon., 7 FCC Red. 2677 (1992). Two y u r r  later, in the 
same dccket. the Commission mnduded that the 800 4- 
market waa mmpetitivr enough IO m o v e  pria cap regulation 
on A T k T  for thm vrvim SeCDod Repon & Orders 8 FCC 
Rcd. 3668 (1993). - Ex Pme  prrtcntrtion, mpra ootc 1 , l f  39-40. 

For a survey of audia mkmg ux of thm techniques ye 

Timothy F. Brrmthm. Empirid S ~ d k  d Indumia w‘lh 
M.rter Power, in 2 HANDBOOK OF lmus .  Olcmrunon 
1011, 1051-55 (R. schrmlcnve & RD. Willig &., 1989). ” W W .  N p n  IWIc 43; htui el d., mpn note 27. 

See AP. Lcrncr. The Conapi d M M O ~ I Y  and the 
Mururcmmt d Momply P o w ,  1 THE Rrv. or ECON. 
S m .  157 (1933-1934). h e r  ru fonh a formula to muuve 
““opdy power. Where “P’ U pria md “c” ir m q i d  am. 
the “Lraer index” U givcn by (P - C) / P. Id. at 169. ” WAID. SUprr Mu 43. 
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estingly, these two studies make use of substantially 
different methodologies and data sets, yet they reach 
strikingly similar conclusions. Specifically, both stud- 
ies find that AT&? holds little market power. In 
faa. the Lerner index for AT&T is found to be well 
below that of many firms operating in mmpletely 
unregulated industries. 

The first study, by Michael Ward, stafT economist 
at the FTC, makes use of two data sets - a time 
series for interstate calling that coven the period 
from July 1986 to August 1991, and a p l e d  sam- 
ple of monthly data that covers the 1988-1991 period 
for five states." His stud: focuses on the small busi- 
ness and residential portion of the overall inter- 
exchange market." Simultaneous equations estima- 
tion techniques are employed to estimate both 
demand and supply relationships.w Ward's results 
lend funher suppon to the conclusion that A T & T  
holds no economically significant market power in 
the interexchange seMas market." 

The second study to attempt a d i r m  measurement 
of .4T&Ts market power is by Simran Kahai and 
the authors of this paper.- This study makes use of 
quarterly observations on interstate calling volumes 
and miffed rates for residential MTS service over 
the period of third quarter 1984 to fourth quarter 
1993. The theoretical framework for this study is 
provided by the dominant firm/competitive fringe 
model." Using this model, the study estimated si- 
multaneously the total market demand and mmpeti- 
rive fringe supply curves while controlling for exoge- 
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nous variables such as the p r i a  of carrier acuss and 
the percent of lines convened to equal aatss." From 
these estimates and known values for AT&T's mar- 
ket sham (based on either capacity or minutessf- 
use), calculation of the price elasticity of AT&T's 
residual demand curve is feasible. The h e r  index 
for ATBT, then, is given directly by the r t d p d  
of this elasticity. 

The estimated values for this index fall between 
0.13 and 0.29, depending upon which market sham 
figure is used.- The# values are then compared to 
Lcrner index mimates for other (predominantly un- 
regulated) industries reported in two prior studies, 
by Roben E. Hall" and Timothy F. Brcsnahan." 
Both of these comparisons support the conclusion 
that, relative to other firms in the United States 
economy, AT&T possesses very little market power. 
From thex estimates and comparisons, the study 
concludes that: 

Cornpison of thoe v d u u  with prior h e r  index eni- 
rmtu I n  fumr in other industries ruggenr that, d a t i v e  
w thcx other ~unregul.ud) industria, the low dime 
nurka is h & l y  mmpetitivc . . . [t)o the extat  that the 
'dominant fum' label m d  the &Iiatcd policy ot uymmet- 

h a d e  residual, but @ant, monopoly power on the 
pur of ATkT, Our firdings dearly indicate that this is a 
label md policy that arc no l o n p  warranted." 

ric ~ t i m  W t R  origirully propaod u 1 meduninn to 

Thus, both studies have estimated d i d y  the d e g m  
of market power held by AT&T and M in CIOK 
agrement. Both demonstrate the positive impact of 

~~ 

Id. at 24-25. 
Sotc that this is the Prim Cap Baskei 1 portion of the 

market. in which the greaten mncern has k n  expressed re- 
the possibility of significant market power by ATBT. 

Thus. ward's rcsulu should hold a fom'on for the remainder of 
the intcrrxchange market. 

" 

WARD. supra note 43, at v. 
" From the resulu of this mimation, Ward writes that 
I t b  nudy measurn empirically the mmpdtivcnas of 
Ihc long-disuna telephone market. To do so, i t  enirmtcr 
hrm-spdfic long-run demand elasticities for ATkT and 
i s  rivals for l o n g - d i m e  M c e  marketed w households 
and mull businusu dunng 1988-1991. A lower-bound 
for ATkT's long-run dcmvld elasticity is mimaid to be 
awximate ly  -10.1. If AT~T ' s  priar w m  mmpletely 
unrrgulated, this elastidry estimate implies that the u p  
pcr-bund dudweight lar due to allowing ATkT to set 
prim in ex- of mqinal  mn would be a b u t  0.36% of 
toul industry rcvenuu in 1991. or $199 million in 1991. 
While dirm atimatu of the am imposed by Ihe w r c n t  
form of regulation are not available, this welfare Ion  d- 
MU is well below p m i w  eninutu of the b e n c h  that 
fdbred  Wal dueplation of the long-diruw mar- 
k- . .The estimation d u  lead w to a numbcr d 0~11- 

dusonx Chief anwq thcm is h a t  the lq-dinwc mu- 

" 

La is datively mmpetitive Because the long-distance 
mukn appu" more mmpetitivc now than during the pc. 
rid owtrrd by our analysis, the cumnt dudweight Ion 
fmm ATkT'r exercise of market power m y  be even Icu 
than our admru. 

" 
" 

Id. at iii-v. 
Sec Iwai a al., sup" note 27. 
For a discusion of his model, we K u o u u N  k MAYO, 

supra now XI.  at 10449. Despite the nther pcpntive title of 
this model, iu we implis no a prim' presumption of significmt 
muka power on the put of the so-called "dominant h." See 
gcnvluy Landu k Pomer, supn note 21. For a more complete 
discussion of the tam "dominant" in the emnomicr and telemm- 
muniutions d a t i o n  lituaturu see Khai et d., rupn note 
27. 

Krhri a al., s u p  note 27. at 11-15. 
Id .t 20. Thuc u h t a  are probably b i d  upward 

due to the we of a shorn-run eninute of total muket d d  
elastidy. Thy imply a pria elllticity or d a u n d  lor ATkrs 
wrvim d bmm -3.45 m d  -7.69. Id. 

nrl Con h US. kdusUy, 96 J. OT POL W N .  921 (1988). 

a 

" Roben E. Hall, 7 k  Relation Between &'a md MyP. 

Bma~han. s u p  m e  84. at 1051. 
lwuj a d., sup m e  27, u 28-29. 
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reduced regulation on market performance, and for- 
tify the more traditional structure-conduct-perform- 
ance studies of underlying industry characteristics. 
The  cumulative weight of this evidence overwhelm- 
ingly supports the conclusion that the interexchange 
market is subject to etTmive competition. 

V. OTHER COMPETITIVE/FQLICY ISSUES 

The preceding assessment of the evidence from a 
variety of sources dearly demonstrates that A T & T  
does not possess the power IO control price unilater- 
ally in the interexchange market. That is, AT&“ 
does not have significant market power. Conse- 
quently, under both the economic and regulatory 
definitions of dominance, AT&T is not a dominant 
firm. 

Nonetheless, the authors have encountered some 
panics who have been willing to ampt (or. at least, 
not oppose) this basic conclusion, but have been re- 
luctant to advocate adoption of a symmetric rcgula- 
tory policy. This reluctance is due to other concerns 
about market conduct and performance that might 
arise under such a policy. Spedfically, t h m  princi- 
pal issues have been raised: the thm largest firms 
could engage in tacit collusion and supra-competitive 
pricing;“ AT&T could engage in predatory pricing, 
causing substantial exit and a reconcentration of the 
market; and AT&T may raise prices to its low vol- 
ume or rural customers, where it is believed to hold 
a much larger market In this section, we 
briefly address each of these competitive issues. 

Before turning to these issues, however, two points 
are wonh noting. First, the competitive concerns 
listed above are not new. Each of these issues has 
been raised and successfully resolved in various 
state-level regulatory promdings Despite allega- 
tions b a d  on these concerns, numerous s a t e  com- 
missions have chosen to implement relaxed/symmet- 
ric regulatory poliaa.’o’ To date, no evidence 
whatsoever has appeared that would indicate that 
anticompetitive consequences have emerged. 

Second, when confronted with allegations that 

” Sce RBOC Cammenu, supra noic 75. See also Paul W. 
MacAvoy, Taat Collusion Under Rqpul.tion in chhe Pricing d 
~ntcrstatc L M g - D h m  Telephoot Suvim, 4 J. or ECON. EL 
MGWT s m * r c C V  147 (1995). 

This list of mopcuuvc in- is DOI exhawtive. 11 k. 
however, mytr  the nu& D o m r n s  h i  have brm raid. This 
.rtide’r u u l v t j c  Ilulyxii in responding to thac mnmnr md the 
mndusiow rrr&ed h n  should u d l y  be mnrfmble io re- 
l a i d  i u u s  

’” 

’*I 
supra m e  15 and aemmpm+g t a  

these (or other) performance problems are likely to 
materialize in a less stringently regulated environ- 
ment, questions must be asked: What, predscly, is 
the alleged conam? Is the market in question con- 
ducive to the sort of behavior postulated, and it there 
evidence that such behavior has arisen? Does the ex- 
isting policy of asymmetric regulation make Sen% as 
a policy instrument to prevent the alleged conduct? 
Finally, is there an alternative, less stringent policy 
that is likely to be more successful in addressing t h e  
problem? Of course, the third and fourth questions 
are relevant only if the answer to the m n d  is 
“yes.” This sort of s v u d  approach will help to 
ensure that public policy is responsive to the realities 
(and not the myths) of the marketplace. W e  now a p  
ply this approach to the issues listed above. 

A. T h e  Taat Collusion Issue 

From the time of divestiture, various parties have 
argued that long-distance telecommunications firms 
might engage (or are engaging) in taat  collusion to 
keep prices above competitive levels. The concept of 
tacit collusion was Iirst developed by Edward H. 
Chamberlin in 1933.l” T h e  basic idea is that under 
certain conditions, rival firms in a highly con-- 
uated indumy may gravitate toward the joint-profit 
maximizing (it. ,  monopoly) price and output with- 
out actually entering into an explicit oven agreement 
to fix prices.loa Whether this son of behavior is 
likely to occur, however, is highly dependent upon 
the specific characteristics of the market in question. 
For tacit collusion to arise, industry conditions must 
be favorable to the stable son of “meeting of the 
minds” that must occur to sustain this type of highly 
coordinated market conduct.’” 

The  market structure exhibited by the long-dis- 
tance telecommunications industry is nor conduave 
to such tacit collusion. At least seven structural at- 
tributes of *is industry eflectivcly preclude such be- 
havior. First, collusion of any son (either tacit or 
oven) cannot sua& in the abxnce of significant 
barriers to entry and expansion. The reason for this 

‘- EDWARD H. Cxucsol~m, THE THWRY oi MONO- 
L M C  ~ M P ~ O N .  A b U a F T A T l O N  Oi THE T H W R Y  O F  
VALUE (8th ai. 1962). 

Id. at 106. 

Compincy withiD an induauy may cxin only where the 

UDdCmMdin g. or a mccr& d tbe minds in an unlawful u- 
nn(lemen~” Nunc Midwifery A n a  Y. Hibbei. 918 F.2d 605, 
616 (61h Cir. IW), arc denied, 502 US. 952 (1991). 

I 
I 
! 

’” 
Mavior indium *‘a uniry d plrpac or a common design d 
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is straightforward. To the extent that colluding firms 
succeed in raising market prices above competitive 
levels, new firms will enter the industry and/or ex- 
isting non-colluding firms will expand output unless 
envy and expansion bamen prevent such natural 
market responses. Such entry and output expansion 
increase supply and drive prices back down, thereby 
defeating any collusive attempts to increase p r i m .  
Therefore, tacit collusion cannot s u d  (and, conse- 
quently, will not arise) in markets characterized by 
relatively easy entry. Indeed, the fundamental role 
that entry barrien play in allowing collusion or 
other anticompetitive forms of conduct to arise has 
led F.M Scherer and David Ross to write that, “sig- 
nificant entry barriers are the sine qua non of mo- 
nopoly and oligopoly . . . .”’- Additionally, Roger 
Sherman points out that “[t]o perpetuate a wopera- 
rive solution, the firms mun be able to limit indus- 
trial capacity to supply the good. Existing hrms must 
resin expansion and there must k barriers to the 
e n w  of new  firm^."'^ 

So substantial barriers to entry into the long-dis- 
tance telecommunications industry exist. The ob- 
served entry of over 450 new fvms during the past 
decade in the face of declining priccs provides com- 
pelling evidence that entry into this market is readily 
achievable. Moreover, the market is fm of major 
barrim to expansion that would prevent smaller 
firms already in the market from increasing their 
supply if the larger firms were to attempt to in- 
prim above competitive levels. Both MCI and 
Sprint entered this market at smaller scales than 
many current market participants now enjoy. The  
substantial market share gains these two firms have 
realized could be replicated by the smaller carriers if 
the top three firms were to increase prices to supra- 
competitive levels. Indeed, the combined market 
share of these smaller firms has more than doubled 
in r m n t  ycan  and now exmds the market share of 

‘I F.M. ScnUw. AND DAVID RCS, INDU~TUU MARKET 
STUXTUXE AND ECONOMIC ~ F S I A N C ~  18 (1990). 
‘I 

(1974) 

‘- 

Rota SHWAN, THE ~ N O M I C S  or h v n m ~  264 

TELEPHONE Tnmm s u p  note 5 ,  at 45 (Tbl. 30). 
See R o b  W. Suiger k F d  A. W o U ,  COlhLdvc 

fi% with Capciry C~mtmints in the h o c  of DemMd 
Linmuinty, 23 RAND J. ECON. 203 (1992), where in referring 
10 Semm k Ross, s u p  m 105, it notes a “large body of 
meal evidenrr” suppons the propilion that the inantiw 
for *us priu mmpnition is mcm likely when updry utili- 
ndoa is low. Id at 203. The authon provide additional t h w -  
i d  mppn fw h i s  propsition, d u d i q  that pia undacut- 
uiq and markct rhm inrtlbiliry can mwgc if uoo capadty is 
-dy p r  Id. at 216. 

Sprint.’O’ With no substantial barriers to expansion, 
these firms provide an effective constraint against 
tacit collusion by AT&T and its larger rivals. 
Therefore, the absence of significant enay and ex- 
pansion barriers provides an effective safeguard 
against tacit collusion in this market. 

The s a n d  structural characteristic of the inter- 
exchange market that prevents the emergence of taot 
collusion is the substantial amount of spare capaaty 
that exists in this industry. T h e  economic literature 
on collusive behavior widely rrcogniza the tendency 
for collusive arrangements to break down in the 
presence of e x a s  capaaty.la T h e  logic of the argu- 
ment is suaightforward. Where excess capacity is 
present, the marginal cost of increasing the individ- 
ual firm’s output can be quite low. As a result, the 
difference between a collusive priu and marginal 
cost becomes great, and the incentive to i n u e a x  out- 
put (or “cheat” on the collusive agreunent) is com- 
spondingly great. As participating firms succumb to 
this incentive to cheat, the collusive agmment col- 
lapses and the market price falls towards the com- 
petitive I w ~ l . ’ ~  This has Id Stephen Martin to con- 
dude that “[fir th is  reason, economists have argued 
that substantial ex- capaaty i n u e a x s  the Wreli- 
hood of price w a n  and a breakdown in oligopolistic 
conml of prices.”’1Q Excess capaaty is thus an 
anathema to successful collusion. Its presence in the 
long-distance market makes taat collusion umanely 

The third structural characteristic that frumates 
any effort to achieve and maintain tacit collusion in 
this industry is the marked differences that exist in 
the market shares of the three largest h. These 
unequal shares tend to confound the sort of mutually 
woperative behavior that must be achiwcd without 
expliat communication if taat  collusion is to suc- 
ceed.”’ Unless MCI and Sprint are content to con- 
tinue to hold the market shares they now posses 

unlikely.”’ 

~~ ~ ~~ ‘” whi le  the mdiud .%umcnt about the role of acm 
upaory in f m h g  mllusiw yrremeau hu brm cm in 
terms of bruking down an odning agreement, &e logic of chir 
argument applies c q d l y  IO the inability IO form such an agree 
ment in the p m a  of ~ Q U  upuity. 
’” STEP- MARTIN, h D v + r a w  ECONOMICS: b 

NOWC ANALYSIS AND h m U C  POUCV 149-54 (1988). 
This pint hu upliatly bccn recapkd by wiau q- 

ulatory bodia induding the FCC. See. e& ATBT fie Cap 
Order, supra m 27, p. 25. 

Fw an aunplc of rry.rdl demonrmting the mn- 
foundq eflm d markctplaa ugmmaria on Npn-mmpni- 
tivc pricing xc M a  F. Mamn, Owm R. Phillip k Cliffad 
Nwell, Dw@y h v i o r  in h y m m u r i c  Mdux An 
m a u l  Enlutim. 74 RN. or -N. AND STAT 662, 670 

‘I1 
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!which, historically, they clearly have nor bccn con- 
tent to do), their effons to expand their shares will 
doom to failure any tacitly collusive agreement. T h e  
inherent tension created by substantially different 
market sham also serves IO reduce the likelihood of 
u d t  collusion. 

The founh characteristic of the long-distance mar- 
ta that is fundamentally incompatible with tacit col- 
lusion is the relatively complex structure of p r i m  
and the predominant mechanism through which ef- 
fective price changes are now instituted. T h e  sort of 
cmrdination-without-communication required for 
ucit mllusion to succeed is generally thought to re- 
quire a high dcgree of product homogeneity with a 
say simple price structure, i.e., a single, widely 
known, price that is the same for each unit of output 
lold.”’ Without such pricing simplicity, it becomes 
aacdingly difficult for the parties to the (unstated) 
aqement to know what price they arc supposed to 
charge. It also b m e s  much more tempting to cheat 
m the agmment by lowering price, because such 
tehavior is more difficult to detm with a complex 
pricing structure. 

In the interexchange telecommunications market, 
bowever, pricing is anything but simple. The pr ia  
fa a minute of long-distance service from a given 
supplier is Likely to vary with distance, duration, 
rime of day, day of the week, and which (if any) dis- 
a t  program is selected. Moreover, m e  caniers 
mpete  by eliminating the distance rcnsitivity of 
hg-distance calling, while other ranien compete by 
altering the time increments over which a call will 
be measured. Additionally, numerous and frequent 

changes are initiated in this market by the va- 
rious carriers through a plethora of diswunt pro- 
w s  and affinity marketing plans. For example, 
joint marketing effons between long-distance camen 

and airlines offer frequent Bier miles in exchange for 
using the long-distance carriers’ service.’” Other 
similar joint marketing programs between major 
U.S. companies and interexchange carriers are be- 
coming increasingly popular.”’ The presence of 
these “in kind” discounts make the pricing - both 
identification and agreement - necessary for suc- 
cessful tacit collusion among the various inter- 
exchange carriers highly unlikely. 

In recent yean the use of short-run promotions 
also has grown as a competitive instrument in this 
market. For instana, in cach of the past two y m ,  
AT&T has introduced over 400 promotional offer- 
ings.”‘ Finally, the w of individual contracts be- 
tween customen and long-distance carriers has in- 
creased in recent yean. S i n e  1993, AT&T alone 
has filed some 2,000 contract tariffs for individual 
customers.11’ As a result, it is extremely difficult for 
a competitor to know the effmive price being 
charged and very easy for any  given competitor to 
“cheat” on any pricing that is pemived to be above 
competitive levels. In this incontrovertibly complex 
and dynamic pricing environment, it strains atdibil-  
ity to contend that competitors could formulate and 
sustain a tacitly collusive a p m e n t  to charge supra- 
competitive p r i m .  

T h e  fifth characteristic of b e  interexchange tele- 
communications market that is unfavorable to mat  
collusion is the dynamic nature of the technology in 
this indusuy.”’ W h e n  new products and/or pro- 
duction techniques are a common occurrtnce, collu- 
sive arrangements tend to be particularly difficult to 
sustain, because such changes provide expanded o p  
portunities and incentives to increase profits by 
cheating on the agreement.”* While a price cut, if 
detected, may be retaliated against quickly by rival 
producers, thereby rapidly eroding the potential 

(1592) (“Ow -Its indicate that arymmmy is a powerful ma- 
d on moperarive behavior in highly mnmvltcd markets . . . 
1 

D m s  W. CARLTON er AL., M O D ~ N  INDUS ORGAN- 
I U n O N  (Zd d. 1994) “Firms have mom difficult). w i n g  on 
r r h i v e  prim when cach fum‘t produc~ has diITcrcn1 qualitia 
c# ppmim” Id at 

MCI pioneered this type of program in 1988 and now 
hm unngmrmts with at lean four m p r  Piriino, Amerian 
Aidux~, Northwen Airliner, Continental Airlincr. and South- - Airlines, that also indude cellulu and paging rervia. 
P q u  Masage Turn Inlo Freguenr Flyer Mils with MCI, 
PI N m W  Mar 14, 1995, Finandd Section. ATBT has 
idlu marteIing programs Md offen three USAir dimunt cer- 
& 10 s m ~  of its Universal M u t e d  credit and phone 
ordholkrr Lru FickcnKhrr. Marketing AT&T md &. 
~ . € x p m p i k  Extras on cdlge CUS, AMWJCAN BANKER. 
Scp 5,1995. at 24. herim Express hu o R d  iu cnrdhdd. 

“’ 

err 30 minutes of free MCI long-distance calls every month for a 
ycrr. Id. Thcrc typcr of pmgrunr, drivcn exclusively by the 
rivalrous competition bcrwcm the various long-distance carriers, 
undeniably benefit long-disuna consumers wen though the bcn- 
cfits may not appear in an -nation of tariffed rater. 

One uamplc is AT&T offering customers the opponu- 
nity to accumulate points toward a trip to Wdt Disney World. 
b u n d  L. Andrews, Finding B a  Dul Among Long-Disunoc 
Cdhn6 P ~ s ,  N.Y TB(ES, Jan. 21, 1995, at 48. 

”’ 

‘I’ 

“’ Id. at 40. ”’ 
Ex Pane Pmcnution, supra note I .  at 39-40. 

“lndusuies rhrt arc tubjm to rapid technological change 
hnd it puricularly diffimlt to ruch agreements.” Alexis Jac- 
quunin n ai., Curds, Cdlurion, and Horiwnul M v g v ,  in 1 
HANDBOOK or INDIJS Oac-noN 415, 420 (Richard 
schrmlearrr a ai., cds. 1989). 

‘I’ Id. 
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gains from cheating, a new product cannot be so cas- 
ily replicated. Consequently, the incentive to cheat 
through product innovations can exceed the incentive 
to cheat by simply reducing prices on a standardized 
produn. The outcome, however, is the same. As all 
firms face the same incentives, cheating spreads and 
the collusive arrangement brtaks down. Therefore, 
industries characterized by rapid product innovation, 
such as the long-distance market, are generally con- 
sidered to k unlikely candidates for t aa t  

A sixth aspect of the interexchange marketplace 
that undermines the potential for supra-competitive 
priang from taat collusion stems from its market de- 
mand characreristia. The well-known skewness in 
the demand for long distance services - wherein a 
relatively small share of interexchange customers ac- 
count for a considerably larger s h m  of the long dis- 
tance business generated - creates a tmcndous  in- 
centive for individual carriers to price aggrrssively. 
Given the demonstrated willingnes of customers to 
switch their long distance carrier, this skewness of 
demand creates huge opportunities for large market 
share gains through aggressive priang in the event 
that any other carrier or set of c a r r i e ~  is not simi- 
larly pricing aggressively. At the same time, this 
skewness, taken together with the willingness to 
switch long distance carriers, makes virtually every 
firm in the interexchange marketplace vulnerable to 
large market share lows if its p r i m  were to rix to 
supra-competitive levels as a result of tacit collusion. 
Additionally, the overwhelming propensity of long- 
distance consumers to switch their long-distance pro- 

Them has k e n  a proliferation, if IWI uplorion, of new 
scrvicc offerings to long-disuna wnswncn in the p - d i v c n i -  
lure pmcd. A panial amunting for California alone found that 
a minimum of 130 new long-disuna senices had becn m d e  
available IO intmxchangc consumers in thu sute b n w m  1984 
and 1994. CAL h. UTU COMLT’~~.. Ex. JWM-16 (Rebutul 
Tmimony of John W. Mayo) (Uuucnpt on file with author). 
See a b  Pctcr Pi&, A Brier Hinory of h p z i t i o n  in the 
Long DinuMc Communications Market, at Tbl. 2, in Ex Pyre 
Prscnution in Suppon of ATBT’s Motion for Red-’licatio~ 
as a Nondomjnlnt Carrier &PI. 22, 1994). 

’- 

‘” hhnti, supra notc 110, at 147. 
A rtlated suuctural dunnuistic, market mnanmtion, 

is scinelima thought to fadliure udt mllusion. While rmrkct 
mncwmtion m y ,  EcteriS paribus, frdliutc m a t  mllurion, this 
fanw is benign in the case of the long-disuna indumy. AS 
nmed in the body d ~s papa, numerous other nruaunl dur. 
aacrinia: undmnine h e  ability of this w k c t  to sumculully 
maintain aupn-compnitive udrly collusivc prim, @en of 
h e  men1 of wnmwation. Nothing abu t  market mnmmtion ,  
pa sc. mitigates any d the nhn impodunents to NDomfd udt 
mllusim Mweovcr. my puiul uat mlludvc Vh- that in- 
mlvs o d y  Ihe “mnanmtd” fim in thir market bemmes a 

vider also undermines the prospect for taat  collusion. 
“It follows that collusion is more likely to be success- 
ful if customers do not switch suppliers very 
often.”l’l 

A seventh structural characteristic of the inter- 
exchange marketplace that erodes the potential for 
supra-competitive pricing from taat collusion is the 
large number of firms that provide long-distana 
telephone xMce in the United States.”’ It is well 
established in the theoretical and empirical literaturt 
that as the number of competitors in a market grows 
the ability of the market to sustain supra-competitive 
pricing falls. In particular, as the number of compet- 
itors expands, the abllity of the various competitors 
to have a “meeting of the minds” becomes geometri- 
cally more difficult.1” The  sheer volume of competi- 
tors and their virtual ubiquity provide a huge struc- 
tural impediment to the prospect for tacitly collusive 
supra-competitive priang. 

In addition to these structural characteristics, the 
behavioral evidence against t aa t  collusion is equally 
compelling. At least four aspects of observed conduct 
and performance arc dearly inconsistent with the 
daim that taat collusion is occurring in this market. 
First, the downward trend in industry prim over 
the past eleven years is dearly inconsistent with suc- 
msful collusion. Real transaction p r i m  net of amss 
charges have fallen consistently since divestiture. 
Moreover, the prices from which this downward 
vend started had been set by regulators at “just and 
reasonable” levels. It is hard to envision how one can 
reconcile this vend with taut co1lusion.l” 

Second, AT&T’s market share has exhibited 

l i a n v  for other non-participating firms IO expand sales and 
profits. In panidar. where the elastidty of supply of t h e  
other market Wapants is high (i.e., barriers IO envy and cx- 
pansion are low), as it unequivocally is in this industry, any 
“mening of the minds“ m n g  1 s u b  or the o w  450 W d -  
panu will be dduted by standard market form. 

See, e.&. MICHAU K ~ r r  & HARVEY S R a m ,  
MICROECONOMICS 565 (1991) (“The more fmns in a market, 
the Ius likely is a ropnuon,  Ecteris pan’bur.”). 

Paul W. MacAvoy has mmed hat p r i a  have rcanrly 
risen and argued that h i s .  along with allegedly stable market 
sham, indicates that tad: mllusion uiru in this indusuy. Scc 
AB. of Paul W. MacAwy at 52-53, United Statu v. W u t m  
El= CO., Inc k ATkT (D.C. Cir. 1956) (Civ. No. 82-0192), 
RBoc COmmCllU. supra note 75, AIL & MacAvoy, s u p  

note 99. This propxition has been rebutted with the ugumrnt 
that MacAvoy’s pmiwd p r i a  in-s w illwory (stemming 
tmm cumination d ATkTr basic schedule uriffd ntes nther 
thin h e  u&nucrioO prim mnsumers actually pay), and that h e  
alleged market lhur stability has turned out IO be u v r m d y  
rhon-lived. Id. at 9.18 (Affs. of R. Glcnn H u b M  and William 
H. khr). 

‘- 
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marked instability throughout the post-divestiture 
period. AT&T’s market share reveals the net effect 
of substantial underlying customer chum among the 
competitors in this market. Unstable market share is 
generally considered to be prima facie evidence of an 
absencc of successful collusion. Even opponents of 
relaxed symmetric regulation in the interexchange 
market acknowledge this point (albeit in different fo- 
rums). For example, Jerry Hausman has stated that 
”[c]hanging market s h a m  are a sign of mong com- 
prition.”’“ Richard Sdunalenscc has alro adorowl- 
edged this point, writing that “(w]hile stable market 
shares and firm ranks arc consistent in principle 
with either collusion or competition, most would ar- 
gue that unstable s h a m  and ranks arc inconsistent 
with effective collusion.”’” Observed market share 
changes in the long-dinanct industry therefore are 
also inconsistent with tacit collusion. 

Third, the advertising and aggressive marketing 
m p a i g n s  of the three largen firms art inconsistent 
w i t h  tacit collusion. Thex campaigns meal an in- 
tense rivalry and focus on price information that 
would not likely exist under tacit collusion. For ex- 
ample, a large proponion of competitors’ commer- 
dals are directly aimed at d i n g  customers from ri- 
vals by informing them of their new discount 
programs. These programs accOunt for much of the 
observed prim reductions implcmcnted in reant 
yean. This advertising represents a drain on joint 
profits and, therefore is inconsistent with the maintc- 
nanct of a tacit cooperative agreement among these 
h. In sum, the overtly aggressive solidtation ef- 
forts that are readily observable at the most m u a l  
level belie the contention *at the interexchange mar- 
kct is characterized by tacit collusion. 

Fourth, if the hypothesis that tacit collusion has 
arisen in  the interexchange market in ment  years 
uns correct, a distinct change in the supply behavior 
d the smaller firms in the industry should be ob- 
w e d  at the time such an agrement arose. As can 
be seen in Figure 2, however, no such change is a p  
p m n t  in the data on AT&T’s competitors’ output at 
any point in time. As discussed above, applying a 
more rigorous, expliat econometric test by modeling 

See M. of Jq Hauaun at 14, W. Wec Co., io 
RBcC Comwnts. s u p  note 75, A n  C. 

Richard Schrmlmrce, Inrer-lndunry Studies of Svucrurr 
Ird P v f o r m u ~ ,  in 2 HANOBOOK or I N D U ~  O~C-T-ION 
95:. 999 (Richad Schrmlcnrrr a .I.. uls., 1989). 

Uui n d., s u p  m e  27, at 29. 
klin nudier diocuped in this uride also wfvm Ihu 

mtuccd and ymmevic rrgulauon of AT&T hu MII mulied b 
rumcrdul ucit collurion. Set, e.& Mahios h Rqlen, w p  

u, 

the market demand and competitive fringe supply 
curves simultaneously while controlling for various 
exogenous factors yields no evidence w h a w e r  to 
support a finding of tacit collusion.’n Industry struc- 
ture, observed behavior, and formal econometric test- 
ing thus all confirm the conclusion that tacit collu- 
sion will not arise and has not arisen in this 
market.’” 

Moreover, contrary to assertions advanad by 
MacAvoy,’L recent rate mtructuring in the long- 
distance market - basic xhedule increases more 
than offset by prim cuts in discount offerings - a p  
pears to reflect competitive p m s u m  to move priar 
to cost. “ATBrT’s basic schedule rates do not m e r  
the d i m  costs of serving the one third of customers” 
that call less than $3 per month.1M T h e e  costs in- 
dude monthly subsidy costs for universal service “of 
S.52 per customer and bill-rendering costs ranging 
from S.33 to $38 per customer.”’a’ Thus, in contrast 
to the fanciful tale of tacit collusion, a far more 
straightforward market-based explanation exists for 
the upward movement of cenain MTS rates by the 
various interexchange carriers. Specifically, AT&T 
has an inccntive to raise basic rates toward competi- 
tive levels to +n to cover the marginal CON of 
serving thex low volume customen. By the same to- 
ken, MCI and Sprint and the other long-distance 
carriers have an equally strong inoentive to match 
these inaeaKs to avoid attracting the unprofitable 
pan of the market. Competition d n v e s  market prices 
to costs, and that may mean either an i n c r e w  or a 
decrease in these rates. 

The pricing actions taken by AT&T, MCI, and 
Sprint in the rest of the residential market are more 
relevant to this debate. The potential gains from ml- 
lusive pricing would have been the greatest in this 
higher volume, more profitable segment of the mar- 
ket.”’ Instead of maintaining rates, however, the 
major carriers have frequently N I  prias and inuo- 
duced widely-touted new offers over the last five 
years to attract customers in this segment. Therefore, 
recent pricing actions in the long-distance market are  
better characterized as a movement to c o s t - b a d  
prices and enhanad competition, not as an outmme 

note 77, at 438-39; K&nncr k Kahn, s u p  note 76, at 364. If 
such collusion had materialized in I m01t dud rrgulatory CD- 
vimnment, prim should haw ken io&, wt d m t d .  

&e supn nae  124. 
Ex Pane PrratLlIion, N p n  note 1, at 51 n.119 
Id.; s ~ e  .I~O AT&T’s Reply Cornmenu in CC Dln No. 

79-252, An. B., at 20-21 (Sep. 18. 1990) (sutrment of Sunlcy 
M. &nun). 

‘” 
“I 

See Piuch. supra note 120. at 38. 
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of tacit collusion. 
Finally, one must question the relevance of the 

tacit collusion argument to the issue of whether to 
reclassify AT&T as a non-dominant carrier and to 
further eliminate any remaining asymmetric regula- 
tory controls. It is generally conceded that regulation 
of prices in a market tends to make collusion mom 
likely, not less likely.’u Pre-announcement of p r i a  
changes, notification requirements, intervention op 
ponunities, and open discussions of market condi- 
tions in regulatory forums all discourage aggressive 
prim competition and faalitatc the soon of informa- 
tion exchanges that tend to promote collusive out- 
comes. As a result, even if one believes that the inter- 
exchange market is conducive to taat  collusion 
(which it is not), the appropriate policy action would 
still be to eliminate direct price regulation of AT&T 
bs reclassifying it as nondominant. In so doing, more 
aggressive cumpetition would be fostered, and the 
likelihood of tacit collusion would be reduced. 

B. Predatoq Pricing 

Another m n m  that has been raised is the possi- 
bility of predatory pricing by AT&T. This problem 
vanishes as soon as one recognizes how predatory 
pricing must operate and the industry characteristics 
that must be in place for the strategy to sumed.’” 
Predatory pricing involves a two-step proccss. First, 
a firm reduces its prices below costs in order to drive 
rival producers out of the market. Then, following 
such exit, the sumssful predator raises its prices 
well above the competitive level in order to recoup 
the losses incurred during the period of predation. 
For predatory pricing to occur, existing rivals must 
have relatively low sunk costs so that their exit can 
be encouraged at reasonable expense. Also, for the 
predator to recoup losses through future profits, s u b  
stantial barrim to entry must exist to protect it from 

Scc, eg., SCHULER & Ross. supra note 105, at 266 
(“Covernment agender may inadvcncntly Iadlitatc price purl- 
lclinn by d n g  ceiling prices, e&, as pan of anti-inflation 
campaigns.”). 

For a more mmplctc discassion of both the theory and 
empirical evidence dating to predatory pricing in g c n d  ~ct 

K A S ~ M A N  & MAYO, supra note 20, at 128-42. 
under Rvrcllt antimrr sundub, a dlim of predatory 

pridng m u  p a s  what has mmc to be known u an incentive 
lc@c filter if it is IO withstand a motion for summary pdgmenr 
Whm a p l o n g e d  pcriod of alleged predation hu IYX resulted 
in m h t i a l  m~,  the allegation fails to pur this filter, teawc 
the alleged behavior simply docs IYX nuke xruc d d y  
UDdCr t h e  eimunamca. Scc Mauushiu Elm lndur CO. v. 

1- 

h t h  Radio carp.. 475 us. 574, sa9 (1986) m e  suprrme 

post-predation competition. Clearly, neither of these 
two conditions exist in the interexchange market. 
Predatory pricing therefore is extremely unlikely to 
OCCUT in this industry. 
To understand how exaggerated the concern over 

predatory pricing in the interexchange market is, one 
need only consider the =events that would have to OC- 

cur under the scenario envisioned. First, A T B T  
would have to run more than 450 other firms out Of 
business by charging unjustifiably low rates while 
the FCC, state regulatory commissions, and antitrust 
authorities stood by without intervening. Morrovu, 
all of the transmission and switching capacity owned 
by these other firms (much of which represents sunk 
oms) would have to be purchased by AT&T in or- 
der to keep it out of the hands of new competitors. 
Then, AT&T would have to raise its rates above the 
competitive level to regain its losses without at- 
tracting market entry (or mntry). Ona again, this 
would have to m r  while regulatory commissions 
and antitrust authorities nand idly by. Obviously, 
this sequena of events is extremely improbable. 

The argument that a less-stringent regulatory en- 
vironment would lead to predatory pricing is also re- 
b u n d  by observing state level developments. If re- 
laxed regulation leads to predation, then those states 
that have implemented such a policy should have re- 
alized a reduction in the number of interexchange 
carriers as AT&T lowered its rates to predatory 
levels.’“ A recent empirical analysis of the impact of 
relaxed regulation on the number of long-distance 
firms competing within each state, however, reveals 
no significant effm.’” Reduced and/or symmetric 
regulation of this firm has not resulted in significant 
exit by rival producers. Consequently, it has not led 
to predation and relaxed and symmetric regulation 
will not lead to predation in the future under any  
plausible examination of evolving industry 
conditions. ’” 

Coun observed that “there is a mnxnrus among mmmenutorr 
thu predatory pricing schemes arc rarely uied. and wen more 
rarely succetrful.”). A summary of the emnomics of this ax is 
pmented in K c ~ e t h  G. Elzinga, Collusiw Predauon: Maou- 
shiu Y.  zcni&, in THE ANT~I-RUST REVOLUTION Uohn E. 
Kwoka and Lawrence J. White edr., 1989). 

S i  K. Kahai, David L. I(lrerman & Jotul W. 
Map,  Dveguf8uon and Rcd.uM in Lang Distance TeJamn- 
mw’anonr: An Empirial TM. ANTITRUST BULL, Fall 1995, 
pp M5-66. 

I” The ruthom of this m d y  mnduded: 
In this paper, we have anempled to butwws the t h d -  
d queneut againn IIK preaU0i-y priong h&& 
wilb anpir id  evidcno. Our W n g r  yield no m p p n  for 
tbe argument that r e d u d  regulation h a  ~UIICLI in prr- 
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C. Low Volume/Rural Customers 

A common concern among regulators considering 
r e d u d  regulation for AT&T has been that, with 
increased pricing flexibility, AT&T may be able to 
raise its rates to certain customer groups above com- 
petitive levels without experiencing a sufficient de- 
dine in sales to render such rate increases unprofita- 
ble.'" In other words, while the overall 
interexchange market may be subject to effective 
competition, pockets of customer groups could re- 
main susceptible to abuse. If IO, relaxed replation 
might lead to lower rata for some groups and higher 
(than mmpetitive) rata for others. In particular, low 
volume residential customers and rural customers 
have been perceived to be at risk. Thae concerns, 
however, arc unfounded. 

First, the fundamental premise of the argument is 
inaccurate. In order for speafic customer groups to 
be subject to abuse, they must fint be confronted 
with monopoly or near-monopoly supply. That is, 
these groups must have a limited number of long- 
distance h s  from which to choose, or they must be 
unwilling to switch suppliers in response to a signifi- 
cant price increase. Neither of these conditions exists 
in the long-distance market. The empirical evidence 
pertaining to the interexchange market reveals that 
substantial mmpetitive choim art available to all 
customer groups, regardless of their gcognphic loca- 
don or volume of usage;"' and a disaggregated 
breakdown of industry chum numbers reveals that 
low volume users do, in fact, frequently switch carri- 
en,  and these users are spread across all demo- 
gaphic groups.14o The assertions that low volume or 
mal customers face a limited choice of carriers, that 
they will not change carriers, or that they fit some 
spcdfic demographic group, arc simply myths. These 
customers do have choices, they do exercise those 
choicts, and they span all demographic groups. 
Therefore, they do not need speaal regulatory 

protection. 
Second, from an cmnomic perspective, concerns 

about adverse pricing to specific customer groups ul- 
timately involve concerns about price discrimination. 
Rice discrimination OCCUK where different prices 
arc charged to different groups of customers, with 
the price differenas not haxd upon differenas in 
the CON of serving those groups. For price disaimi- 
nation to occur, two nmssary conditions must exist. 
The h practicing price discrimination must hold 
some degree of market power and arbitrage across 
customer groups muR be prev~nted."~ In the long- 
distance market, neither mndition is met. All cus- 
tomer groups have a choice of carrier in a market 
with effective competition and art, therefore, not IUS- 

aptible to discriminatory prim. Also, arbitrage o p  
portunities exist through the ability to resell. As a 
result, any attempt to raise the rates for low volume 
or rural customers, by an amount that is not justified 
by underlying differcnm in the costs of serving such 
customers, will be defeated by the supply response of 
competitors and/or arbitrage by resellers. Market 
conditions will not tolerate the son of behavior that 
would subject thew groups to abuse. 

Third, all of the empirical studies surveyed in this 
anide"' have used the basic schedule tariff rates as 
t h a r  price variables in the empirical analyses. The 
schedule tariff rata are the maximum rates that low 
volume and residential customers pay when they 
place a long-distance call.'" Customers enrolled in a 
discount program pay a lower rate. As a result, the 
findings, that reduced regulation leads to significant 
p r i a  reductions and that AT&T docs not hold sig- 
nificant market power, are not limited to large vol- 
ume or urban customers. Such conclusions apply to 
aU customers, including those paying the full tariffed 
(non-discounted) rates. 

Finally, identical concerns about low volume or 
rural customer groups have been voiced previously at 
the state level as well. Despite such concerns, how- 

dation. In conjunction with the prior empirical litaaturc 
relating to this market, the Nidcna strongly ruggnu hat: 
(1) long-distance p r i m  have f d c n  with divcniturr and 
in& competition; (2) these prias have fallen mope 
whcpe regulatory constraints on ATkT have been re- 
k e d ;  and (3) the price duct ions  observed have had no 
predatory e R a .  

Id. at 20. 
Rcgulato~ should not bc concerned about ATkT raising 

iu rater IO competitive levels under a more pelued regulatory 
mmronment. Moving prim toward marginal mn it gcnmlly 
dfur -hpmving + l a r  of whether thri mwcment is u p  
lud or downward from the existing level. 

M-r, note that the demographic chuurmnia of 

low-volume long-distana customers L very similar to the demo- 
graphic profile of other longdirtancc mnsuners. Thus, there is 
no sound hasir for using dune-xnsiuvc replation to attempt 
to promote income redistribution goalr. Sm Ex Pure Pre,enta- 
lion, supra note I ,  A ~ L  0. 

Sa Mu. 9 .Ex Parte Rcwnurion, s u p  note 51 (dum 
indialing that the consma profile d light usem is comparable 

Sec Hal R. Varirn, Price D*criminalion, in I H ~ D .  
lo heavy utcn). 

al.. &.. 1989). 

"' 
OF INDUS. O I G A N M n O N  597, 599 (R. SChmduLUc et 

I u  Mathior dr Rogers, supra w e  77; Kanrncr k Kahn, 
s u p  note 76; W ~ I .  s u p  k c  43; ~ r h i  et al., supra note 27. 

47 U.S.C. 6 203 (1994). 
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ever, many states have implemented redud/sym-  
metric regulatory policies, and the feared abuse of 
rhese customer groups has not occurred. Compelling 
e\-idenct that such groups are not at risk is provided 
by the fact that state regulatory agencies have contin- 
ued to monitor performance and have not reinsti- 
tuted prior regulatory controls. In fan, the empirical 
evidenu strongly suggests that low volume and rural 
customers stand to gain from reduced regulation. As 
a mult ,  the combined evidence shows that continued 
asymmetric regulation of AT&T, which is ostensibly 
intended to protm these customer groups, actually 
has the efiect of harming them. 

I?. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have drawn together and as- 
sessed a wide array of evidence relevant to asymmet- 
ric regulation of AT&T and its classification under 
existing FCC and state regulatory commission rules. 
This evidence comes from a decade of experience 
during which market conditions have cvolvcd r a p  
idly, many states have implemented a variety of re- 
laxed (and symmetric) regulatory policies, and the 
FCC has applied reduced regulation to AT&Ts 
business servim. Such evidenu consists of d & p  
rive data pertaining to the underlying economic de- 
terminants of market power; empirical studies of the 
effects of relaxed regulation at the state level on the 
prices charged in the interexchange market; expcri- 
ence in the provision of AT&T’s interstate business 
services under streamlined regulation; and empirical 
studies that directly estimate the degree of market 
power held by .4T&T. 

Kaserman Exhibit DLKR-2 
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Given both the economic and regulatory defini- 
tions of dominance, the principal criterion for regu- 
latory agencies’ asymmetric regulation policies is the 
presence or absence of significant market power on 
the  pa^-^ of AT&T. The weight of the evidence con- 
sidered herein overwhelmingly suppons the condu- 
sion that AT&T docs nor possas significant market 
power in the interexchange market. T h e  various 
studies and indicia reviewed paint a consistent pic- 
ture of a hrm that faces very effective competition. 
As a result, the recent decision by the FCC to de- 
dare AT&T to be “nondominant” is thoroughly 
supported on economic grounds. 

We have also considered several other competitive 
concerns that have arisen over the years regarding 
likely marker performance under a more relaxed, 
symmetric regulatory policy. Here, too, the tvidena 
strongly suggests that such residual concerns do not 
support a continuation of the classification of AT&T 
as a dominant firm or the continuation of a regula- 
tory scheme which applies more suingent rules to 
AT&T than to its competitors. T h e  market condi- 
tions that exist for interexchange services simply are 
not conducive to the son of behavior that these con- 
cerns must postulate. Moreover, actual market expe- 
rience also demonstrates that the feared consequences 
of relaxed regulation have not and will not material- 
ize. Therefore, both economic theory and empirical 
evidence support the FCC‘s decision to ceax dassi- 
fying AT&T as a dominant carrier. This evidence 
further demonstrates that no principled basis exists 
for the continuation of remaining asymmetrical regu- 
latory policies of interexchange carriers at both the 
federal and state level. 
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FIGURE 1 
Long-Distance Firms Purchasing Equal Access 
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FIGURE 2 
Output of AT&T's Competitors 
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FIGURE 3 
Deployment of Interexchange Company Fiber-Miles 
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DLK-3 Number of Long-Distance Firms Over Time 
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FIGURE 1 
Long-Distance Firms Purchasing Equal Access 
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DLK-4 Fiber Capacity Chart 
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FIGURE 3 
Deployment of Interexchange Company Fiber-Miles 
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DLK-5 Output Growth of AT&T’s Competitors 
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DLK-6 AT&T’s Market Share Over Time 
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